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ABSTRACT

The numerical model presented in this thesis deals with condensation in a vertical tube in

the presence of a non-condensable gas. A vapor-gas mixture enters a tube of radius ro

with a specified velocity ¿lin, pressuÍe Pin, gas mass fraction W¡n, and temperature

difference ATin between the inlet and the wall. The temperature of the tube wall is

maintained lower than the inlet temperature resulting in steam condensation and a liquid

frlm of thickness á forming along the wall. The model is capable of handling both

turbulent and laminar flow conditions.

The model was derived from the full set of Navier-Stokes equations and the energy

equation applied to both the core and the liquid film. The r-z coordinate system defining

the problem was transformed into aî rl-l coordinate system such that ry: O at the

centerline of the fiibe, r7: I at the mixture-liquid interface, and r7:2 at the tube wall.

The transformed governing equations were discretized using a finite volume method and

solved in a fully-coupled manner using a block tri-diagonal matrix algorithm. In order to

predict turbulence across both the core and the film, three different turbulence models

were used and were tested and compared with one another. Model 1 used a mixing

length model in both the core and the film, model 2 used a low Reynolds number k-¿

model in both the core and the film, and model 3 used the k-e model in the core and the

mixing length model in the film.
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Laminar results for steam-air mixtures were presented through velocity, temperature, and

gas mass fraction cross-sectional profiles, as well as film thickness and Nusselt number

axial distributions. A parametric study was done to determine the effects of inlet pressure

Pin, inlet Reynolds number Re¡n, inlet gas mass fraction Win, ànd temperature difference

ATtn on both the frlm thickness, and the local Nusselt number. From this study it was

found that the film thickness increased when either ATin or Re¡n increased or when W¡n or

P¡n decreased and the Nusselt number increased with increasing Re¡n or decreasing ATin or

7[¡n-

For the case of turbulent flow, the local heat transfer coefficients resulting from the three

turbulence models were compared with the experimental results of Goodykoontz and

Dorsch (1966), Siddique (1992), and Kuhn (1995). Both models 2 and 3 compared well

with all three experiments but the best agreement was found when comparing model 2

with Kuhn's data. In this case, 98o/o of the numerical results were within + 30%o of

Kuhn's experimental results.

Turbulent results were obtained for a variety of inlet conditions and a parametric study

was completed to determine the effects of the inlet parameters on both the film thickness

and the local Nusselt number. Results showed similar trends as those found for laminar

flow with the exception of the effect of inlet Reynolds number on the dimensionless film

thickness.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Condensation is defined as the process of changing from a vapor to a liquid phase and

this process occurs when the temperature of the vapor is reduced below its saturation

temperature. This process often occurs when a vapor is brought into contact with a cool

surface resulting in either dropwise or filmwise condensation. The more common of the

two and the most relevant to this thesis is filmwise condensation. This occurs when a

condensed liquid film covers the entire surface and flows along the surface due to the

forces of gravity and vapor shear. The condensate film provides a resistance to heat

transfer between the vapor and the wall and therefore, a thinner film is more desirable to

promote heat transfer.

The study of film condensation is important due to its relevance in many industries

including refrigeration, chemical processing, and thermal power generation. The process

of condensation has been studied since 1916 when Nusselt developed an analytical

solution for vapor condensation along a vertical surface. Since then there have been

numerous studies done on both internal and external condensation for various geometries.

These studies raîge from simple correlations to advanced numerical and experimental

models. More recently, for the case of intemal film condensation, research has been done

to study the effects of a non-condensable gas on vapor condensation. It has been found

that the condensation rate drops substantially even when a small concentration of gas is

present.



The topic of steam condensation in the presence of gas is important to the nuclear

industry in the application of Passive Containment Cooling Systems (PCCS). In a PCCS,

steam is discharged into a containment building filled with gases during a loss of coolant

accident in a nuclear reactor. In order to condense this steam and reduce the pressure in

the containment building, it is important to be able to predict how the gases will affect the

condensation rate. The majority of theoretical studies on internal flow vapor

condensation with the effect of a non-condensing gas have been made with simplified

models while only a few were made with a detailed model based on the governing

differential equations.

The purpose of the present study was to develop a numerical model from the full set of

goveming equations for vapor condensation in a vertical tube in the presence of a gas. In

order to produce results for turbulent flow conditions, three different turbulence models

were employed and compared with each other. This thesis is an extension of the work

done by Siow (2001) who developed a numerical model for laminar film condensation

inside a two-dimensional, parallel plate channel in the presence of a gas. Siow's model

was adapted such that a cylindrical coordinate system was used instead of a Cartesian

coordinate system. In addition to adjusting the geometry in the model, turbulence models

were added to both the core and the film.



CHAPTER 2

LTTERATTJRE RE\¡IE\M

2.1 Overview

The topic of film condensation has been studied since the beginning of the 19th century.

Nusselt (1916) analyzed film condensation of a pure vapor on a vertical surface and

developed solutions for the local and average Nusselt numbers. This was done by

neglecting the shear stress at the liquid-vapor interface, neglecting the advection terms in

both the momentum and energy equations, and assuming no pressure variation in the y

direction (perpendicular to the plate). The resulting equation for the average Nusselt

number on a plate of length Z was:

Nr, : ,.rorl P's(P' - P"Y""t'l"o
r\LrL - "''-"1 ,¡6;-7;¡ 1

(2.r)

Following his work, both extemal and internal flows with condensation have been

studied extensively for various geometries and vapors. In addition to pure vapor

condensation, numerous investigations have been done on the effect of a non-

condensable gas on the rate of condensation. A review of theoretical studies of laminar

film condensation on plates and tubes was reported by Rose (1988). For the purpose of

this thesis, the focus will be on condensation in vertical tubes with and without a non-

condensable gas present. This chapter will be separated into five sections: (1) numerical

studies on pure vapor condensation in vertical tubes, (2) numerical studies on



condensation with a non-condensable gas in vertical tubes, (3) experimental studies on

condensation in vertical tubes, (4) numerical models developed at the University of

Manitoba, and (5) a review of turbulence models.

2.2 Numerical Studies on Pure Vapor Condensation in Vertical Tubes

There have been a large number of techniques proposed to predict the heat transfer

coefficient for pure vapor condensation in vertical tubes. These techniques range from

simple empirical correlations to solutions involving a fullset of governing equations.

Shaw (1979) developed a simple empirical correlation to predict the heat transfer

coefficient for forced convection condensation inside pipes. This correlation was based

on his earlier work for saturated boiling heat transfer and is capable of predicting the heat

transfer coeffrcient for a wide range of parameters. The correlation was developed by

analyzing data from horizontal, vertical up-flow, and vertical down-flow orientations and

finding an equation that applied to all these cases. Chen (1987) developed a general

correlation that can be used for both the case of a quiescent vapor (as in Nusselt's

solution) and a vapor under forced convection conditions (as in Shaw's correlation).

Chen's correlation, based on analytical and experimental results, includes the effects of

interfacial shear stress, interfacial waviness and turbulent transport in the condensate

film. More recently, Kim and No (2000) developed a model for larger diameter tubes.

This model was based on the similarity between the single-phase turbulent convective

heat transfer and annular fîlm condensation heat transfer.



In addition to the semi-empirical correlations discussed above, there have been several

solutions developed from approximations of the governing equations including

conservation of mass, m.omentum, and energy. Dobran and Thorsen (1980) modeled

laminar flow in both the vapor core and the liquid film. They performed an integral

analysis on the governing equations while assuming parabolic velocity and temperature

profiles across the film and a parabolic velocity profile in the core. Their focus was to

study the effect of the Froude-to-Reynolds number ratio, the Buoyancy number, the

vapor-to-liquid viscosity ratio, the liquid Prandtl number, and the Subcooling number.

Pohner and Desai (1989) developed a model for either a turbulent or a laminar vapor core

and a laminar film. Closure was obtained by assuming velocity and temperature profiles

in each phase. For the case of a turbulent core, the interfacial shear stress was defined

using a turbulent friction factor and the interfacial heat flux was evaluated using a

modified form of the Dittus-Boelter equation. Their turbulent core/laminar film model

showed good agreement with experimental results. Chen and Ke (1993) modeled

turbulent flow in the vapor with a laminar film near the entrance developing into a

turbulent film once a certain film Reynolds number was reached. The contribution of

their work was in proposing a new eddy viscosity model which was divided into three

regions: the inner region in the liquid condensate near the wall, the interface region

including both the liquid and the vapor, and the outer region for the vapor core.

Bellinghausen and Fierø (1992) developed a model based on the conservation equations

of mass, momentum, and energy. The low Reynolds number fr-s model of Jones and

Launder (1972) was applied to both the vapor and liquid film regions. In order to predict



the transition from laminar to turbulent film flow, a minimum value for the kinetic energy

was set to avoid a complete damping of turbulence.

Panday (2003) proposed a model for pure vapor condensation with turbulence in both the

liquid film and the core. ln this model, Panday solved a full-set of parabolic goveming

equations including the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy in both the liquid

film and the vapor core. Axial diffusion was neglected and the pressure gradient in the

radial direction was assumed to be zero. Turbulence was modeled in both regions using

Pletcher's mixing length model for boundary layer flow with transpiration.

ln a recent model proposed by Oh and Revankar (2005a), a simple condensation model

was developed to analyze complete condensation in a passive containment cooling

system condenser. The liquid film was assumed laminar with a parabolic velocity profile

and a linear temperature profile. The interfacial shear was determined from single-phase

füction factor correlations. They assumed two different forms for the local heat transfer

coefficient, ltr, usíng ideas proposed by previous investigators; these correlations for h,

require knowledge of the film thickness. An iterative solution procedure was used to

calculate the film thickness along the tube and consequently the local heat transfer

coefficient. They compared their results with their own experimental data and concluded

that the agreement was good.



2.3 Numerical Studies on Condensation in the Presence of a Gas in Vertical Tubes

The presence of a non-condensable gas during vapor condensation has been found to

greatly reduce the condensation rate. This is due to the buildup of non-condensable gas

concentration at the mixture-liquid interface which decreases the partial pressure of the

vapor and thus the interface temperature.

For theoretical analyses of condensation of vapor in the presence of a non-condensable

gas, one of two techniques is usually employed: boundary layer analysis or heat and mass

transfer analogy. For the boundary layer analysis, the goveming conservation equations

are solved in both the liquid film and the vapor-gas mixture and are linked together with

interfacial boundary conditions. These equations are solved using an integral approach,

assuming similarity, or via another numerical method. The heat and mass transfer

analogy is based on a heat balance at the liquid-mixture interface where the heat

transferred from the mixture is equated to the heat transferred through the condensate

fitm. The heat transfer from the mixture phase is made up of sensible heat and the latent

heat given off when the vapor condenses.

Several solutions have been developed based on the heat and mass transfer analogy.

Wang and Tu (1988) used this method and included the effects of interfacial shear and

pressure drop but neglected the sensible heat transfer from the gas phase. From their

results, they found that with small amounts of gas (W : Io/o), the heat transfer was

reduced by L5-30% while with larger amounts of gas (W : l0%), the heat transfer was

reduced by 60%. They also showed that the presence of gas had a larger effect on the



heat transfer for lower mixture velocities. Siddique et al: (1993) studied the effects of air

or a lighter gas such as hydrogen or helium on steam condensation in vertical tubes.

They modeled the gas-steam mixture using the analogy between heat and mass transfer

and the tiquid phase was modeled as heat conduction across a falling film. From their

investigation, they determined that for the same gas mass fraction, hydrogen and helium

have a more inhibiting effect on heat transfer when compared with air. They also found

that the film roughness effects were negligible for gas mixtures with low Schmidt number

(Sc < 1.0). Dehbi anil Guenta y (lgg|)developed a model that included the heat transfer

to the coolant in addition to the heat transfer in the condenser. This allowed for a

solution to be reached without the specification of a wall temperature. Their model used

the heat and mass transfer analogy in the mixture along with a Nusselt-type solution in

the liquid film. From their results they showed that the heat transfer coefficient was

reduced by increasing the inlet gas mass fraction, reducing the inlet mass flow rate,

increasing the inlet temperature (this reduced the flow rate), and using lighter gases such

as hydrogen or helium. No and Park (2002) also used the heat and mass transfer analogy

and proposed a non-iterative condensation model for steam condensation in the presence

of a non-condensable gas. Their predictions showed good agreement with experimental

data.

Ghiaasiaan et al. (1995) modeled condensation in a vertical tube based on the two-phase

flow conservation equations and using the 'stagnant film model'. In the stagnant film

model, a quasi-steady, stagnant gaseous film is assumed to separate the liquid-gas

interface from the bulk gas and heat and mass transfer are assumed to take place through



this film by diffusion. They proved that the stagnant film model was capable of

predicting the correct data trend over a wide range of parameters.

There have been very few solutions developed based on a complete boundary layer

analysis for vapor condensation in vertical tubes in the presence of a gas. Yuarur (1993)

solved the complete set of goveming equations including the conservation of mass,

momentum, energy, and species concentration for both the liquid film and the vapor-gas

mixture. Turbulence was modeled by employing the two equation low Reynolds k-e

model of Jones and Launder (1972) in both the mixture and the liquid film and using an

empirical correlation to account for waves at the interface. Their model was validated by

comparing with the experimental results of Vierow (1990), Siddique (1992), and Kuhn

(1995). More recently, Revankar and Pollock (2004) developed a model based on these

same governing equations. Several assumptions were made in their analysis including

constant properties, locally self similar velocity profiles and a linear temperature profile

across the liquid film. In addition an empirical correlation was used for the friction

factor, a mixing length model was applied to the mixture region to account for

turbulence, and the liquid film was assumed laminar.

2.4 Experimental Studies on Condensation in Vertical Tubes

Several experiments have been performed for condensation both with and without non-

condensable gases. Some of these experiments are reviewed below.
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Goodykoontz and Dorsch (1966, 1967) performed experiments on pure steam

condensation in both a 15.9-mm diameter vertical tube and a7.44-mm diameter tube for

the NASA Lewis Research Centre. For the smaller diameter tube, a lower range of inlet

velocities was tested resulting in a negligible pressure drop along the tube. For the larger

diameter tube, high inlet vapor velocities were tested and static pressure rises were

obtained for conditions of high heat flux. tn both cases, the heat transfer coefficient was

highest near the inlet and dropped along the condenser until complete condensation

occurred.

To support General Electric's Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS), Vierow

(1990) constructed an experimental facility to sfudy the effects of a non-condensable gas

on steam condensation. The focus of this work was on presenting data on the local heat

transfer coefficient and on understanding how non-condensable gas affects the

condensation rate.

Siddique (1992) and Siddique et al. (1993) conducted an experimental investigation at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) for steam condensation in the presence of

air or helium flowing downward inside a46-mm diameter vertical tube. The experiments

for steam-air covered mixture inlet temperatures of 100, T20 and 140 oC, inlet air mass

fractions of 10-35 o/o, and inlet Reynolds numbers of 5,000-22,700. For the steam-helium

tests, the same inlet temperatures were tested while the inlet helium mass fractions ranged

from 2 to l0 o/o and the inlet Reynolds numbers ranged from 5,000-11,400. Following

this, Hasanein et aI. (1996), also from MIT, extended the work of Siddique to cover a
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wider range of inlet Reynolds numbers and gas mass fractions for the steam-helium

experiments. In addition, they measured the local heat transfer coefficients of steam and

the simultaneous presence of air and helium.

Kuhn (1995) and Kutm et al. (T997) found that heat transfer coefficients from previous

experiments did not agree with one another and believed that this may be caused by

turbulence perturbations or by developing flow entrance effects in the cooling arurulus

which are influenced by the method used to determine the coolant bulk temperature.

Therefore, Kuhn's objective was to develop a ne\r/ test section and method to minimize

these problems. A wide range of cases were run for steam condensation with either air or

helium and three different correlations were developed: one implementing the

degradation factor method, one using the diffusion layer theory, and one using a mass

transfer conductance model. To prove that their test section was producing accurate and

consistent results, several tests were repeated to demonstrate the level of reproducibility

of the experimental data.

Park and No (1999) from the Korea Advanced Lrstitute of Science and Technology

performed experiments on condensation in the presence of air in a vertical tube of the

passive containment cooling system of the CP-1300 to show the parametric effects on

condensation heat transfer and to develop an empirical correlation. Also from this same

instifute, Kim and No (2000) performed pure steam condensation experiments at

pressures as high as 7.5 MPa. Heat transfer coefficients were calculated and the two-

phase pressure drops were measured.
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More recently, Oh and Revankar (2005b) performed experiments on pure vapor

condensation for turbulent flow in a 26.6-mm inside diameter vertical tube. In these

experiments, complete condensation of steam was obtained by submerging a condenser

tube in a pool of water where heat from the condenser tube was removed by boiling the

water in the pool. From these experiments, they presented results for the overall heat

transfer coefficient as a function of system pressure and temperature difference between

the core and the wall. The data collected from these experiments showed that for a given

steam flow rate, the pressure in the system adjusted itself to ensure complete

condensation; for a large steam flow rate, the pressure in the system increased to

condense all the stearn. .[he condensation heat transfer rate was found to increase with

pressure while the condensation heat transfer coefÍicient decreased with pressure. Oh

and Revankar (2005c) also performed experiments to study the effects of a non-

condensable gas (air) on steam condensation. From these experiments, they presented

results for the overall heat transfer coefficient as a function of system pressure, inlet mass

flow rate, and gas mass fraction (up to L0%). They found that the condensation heat

transfer coefficient decreases with an increase in the amount of gas or an increase in

pressure, while it increases with increasing inlet mass flow rate.

2.5 Numerical Models Developed at the University of Manitoba

The first study done at the University of Manitoba on vapor condensation in the presence

of non-condensable gases was that by Chin (1995) and Chin et al. (1998). Chin modeled

laminar film condensation on isothermal vertical and inclined plates using the compiete

two-phase boundary layer equations. Various vapor-gas mixtures were used including
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steam-air, sodium-argon, and glycerine-bromine. The objective of this study was to

examine the effects of either the inertia terms or the energy convection and subcooling

terms on heat transfer. For sodium-argon mixtures it was found that the inertia effects

were significant for non-wavy laminar flow and decreased as the gas mass fraction

increased. For the glycerine-bromine mixtures, the effect of energy convection and

subcooling was found to be significant for all values of gas mass fraction.

Srzic (1997) and Srzic et al. (1999) extended the work of Chin by studying the effects of

a lighter gas on the heat transfer. His model solved the governing equations up to the

separation point. It was found that the lighter gas resulted in a larger reduction in the heat

transfer than heavier gases.

Groff et al. (2002) developed a numerically based algebraic correlation for Nusselt

number during laminar film condensation from steam-air and steam-hydrogen mixfures

on isothermal horizontal plates. Good agreement was obtained between the correlation

and the numerical results with a root mean square deviation of about L.7o/o for both

vapor-gas mixtures.

Siow (2001) and Siow et al. (2002) modified the model further to study film

condensation inside a parallel-plate channel in the presence of a non-condensable gas. In

addition, Siow also re-developed the solution method such that the governing equations

were solved simultaneously using an advanced matrix algorithm instead of the segregated

solution method used in Chin and Srzic's work. Siow studied the effects of the inlet gas
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mass fraction, the inlet velocity, the inlet pressure, and the temperature difference

between the inlet and the wall on the heat transfer. In addition, the effect of a downward

inclination on condensation was studied and it was found that the film thickness

decreased substantially due to the gravitational acceleration. Siow also analyzed

condensation of Ri34a-air mixtures and found that a lower heat transfer and higher

pressure drop were obtained compared with the steam-air mixtures.

2.6 Turbulence Modeling

When modeling turbulent flow, the governing equations are the same as those for laminar

flow, with the exception of the laminar stresses (pôulôy ) being increased by additional

stresses lcrown as Reynolds stresses. Turbulence models have been developed to

calculate these stresses and thus close the system of equations. Boussinesq (1877)

proposed a method for modeling the turbulent Reynolds stresses called the eddy viscosity

concept. Analogous to the definition of the laminar shear stresses (r : pôulôy ), the

Reynolds stress was defined as follows:

. .ôu v'ôu
' ù, pù (2.2)

In this definition, p'is the eddy viscosity and is often modeled as being a function of

either the mean velooity, or additional turbulence fields such as the turbulent kinetic

energy (Ë) and dissipation rate (a). Turbulence models are classified based on the

number of transport equations used for the turbulence quantities. The two classes of
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turbulence models that will be reviewed here are the zero equation models and the two

equation models.

The zero equation models are relatively simple models that arc easy and inexpensive to

implement. Prandtl (1925) developed a mixing length theorem that received even more

respect than the eddy visr;osity concept mentioned above. This theorem was based on the

idea that in turbulent flow, the fluid particles will join together to form lumps that move

together as a unit. These lumps of fluid would retain their momentum in the x-direction

foradistance (, inthey-direction. Prandtldefinedthisdistance {,as themixinglength

and defined the Relmolds stresses in terms of this mixing length as follows:

t' : pl' (2.3)

Comparing Equation (2.3) with the Boussinesq hypothesis shown by Equation (2.2) gives

the following equation fol the turbulent viscosity:

d¡l du_t_
dvldv

,' : rUl#l (2.4)

The physical interpretation of the mixing length was defined by Schlichting (1968) as

"The distance in the transverse direction which must be covered by an agglomeration of

fluid particles traveling with its original mean velocity in order to make the difference
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between its velocity and the velocity in the new lamina equal to the mean transverse

fluctuation in turbulent flow."

Von Karman (1939) speculated that near the wall, the mixing length may be proportional

to the distance from the wall:

l.=tg (2.s)

In the above equation, r is the von Karman constant, and y is the distance from the wall.

With this equation, the turbulent viscosity goes to zero atthe wall.

Van Driest (1956) tried to improve the mixing length model for the region near the wall

by including a term for viscous damping. The mixing length was defined as:

(2.6)

There have been several models based on the van Driest model. The one that will be

reviewed here is Pletcher's (1974) mixing length model which was used in Panday's

(2003) work to model pure vapor condensation in vertical tubes. Pletcher proposed a

generalization of the van Driest damping function to handle flows in which the shear

stress near the wall varies significantly. This turbulence model is suitable for flows with

n - *(, - "*(iJ) -*," A.* : 26 arñ r* : ff
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transpiration and was used for both the liquid film and the vapor core in Panday's model.

The equations defining this model will be discussed in the following chapter.

Two equation models use two partial differential equations to model turbulence

quantities. In these models, the length scale is determined from a transport equation.

This length scale is often expressed in terms of the dissipation tate, €, but is sometimes

expressed in terms of the specific dissipation rate, ú). This review will focus on the

length scale being expressed in terms of ¿. The most well known version of the k-e

model is that by Jones and Launder (1972). They proposed both a high Reynolds number

model and a low Reynolds number model. The high Reynolds number model is given by

the following equations:

Eddy Viscosity:

v' =Crkz I e (2.7)

Turbulent Kinetic Energy:

# * r, #, =,,' l- " 
. 
å[[, 

. +i)]

Dissipation Rate:

99+u,ôu -c,9, ôu,-, 
^ôt ' " t ar, ""' k"'i ôrj 

vt2 +.+l(..ti))

(2.8)

l7

(2.e)



Coefficients:

C"r=I.44, C"r=1'.92, Cr=0.09, õ*:l-0, and ar=L3 (2.10)

For wall bounded flows, this high Reynolds number k-e model cannot be used in the

vicinity of the wall since it neglects the effects of viscosity. For this reason, empirical

wall functions are often employed to connect the turbulent core to the solid boundary.

More recently, low Reynolds number models have been developed which include a wall

damping effect in the empirical constants of the transport equations. These models

therefore allow integration of the transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and

dissipation rate right up to the wall. There have been several reviews done comparing

various low Reynolds number k-e models including Patel et al. (1984), Hrenya et al.

(1995), and Thakre and Joshi (2000). Depending on the flow conditions, each review

found different conclusions in terms of which model best predicts the experimental

results.

In the second model proposed by Jones and Launder (L972), viscous modifications were

added to the k-emodel in order to adapt it for low-Reynolds-number regions close to the

wall. This model was used by Yuann (1993) in modeling vapor condensation in the

presence of a gas in vertical tubes and also in Bellinghausen and Renz (1992). The

equations and coefficients defining this model will be discussed in the following chapter.
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2.7 Summary

From this review it was found that the majority of numerical work done on condensation

in vertical tubes in the presence of gas used the heat and mass transfer analogy. The only

author who used the full set of governing equations for vapor-gas mixtures without

profile assumptions was Yuann (1993). The purpose of this research was to develop a

model based on the fuIl set of governing equations for turbulent convection steam

condensation in the presence of a gas. The equations in Siow's (200L) numerical model

will be changed from Cartesian to radial coordinates and the geometry will be modified

to model a vertical tube. In addition, turbulence models will be added to both the liquid

film and the mixture core to allow for a solution for turbulent flow conditions.

The goal is to compare different turbulence models including a mixing length model and

a two-equation model and evaluate their performance. The numerical model will be

compared with experimental results using the different turbulence models and a

parametric study will be done to analyze the effects of the various independent

parameters on condensation.
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CHAPTER 3

MODEL DESCRIPTION

3.1 Froblem Statement and Assumptions

A diagram of the problem being considered is shown in Figure 3.1. A mixture of a

saturated vapor and a non-condensable gas enters a vefücal tube of radius ro, with a

uniform temperature profile, Z¡n, a uniform velocity profile, z¡¡, â unifonn pressuro Pin,

and a uniform gas mass fraction, Win. The temperature of the tube wall is maintained

lower than that of the inlet mixture resulting in vapor condensation and a liquid film of

thickness á developing along the length of the tube. The mixture entering the tube is

either laminar for cases of low inlet Reynolds numbers, or turbulent, for cases of high

inlet Reynolds numbers. The liquid film is laminar near the inlet and can become

turbulent at a sufficiently large value of liquid Reynolds number. The vertical orientation

of the tube results in an axi-symmetric flow which allows the problem to be modeled as

two-dimensional.

The following assumptions were made when formulating the governing equations:

o The flow is steady state - All the properties and flow conditions are

assumed to be independent of time and therefore, variation with respect to

time will not be considered.

o The liquid-mixture interface is smooth.
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Figure 3.1 Physical model

Both the liquid and the mixture are Newtonian fluids - The shear stresses

in both phases are assumed to vary lineariy with the strain

tate,T - ¡tôu I ôr .

The vapor-gas mixture is treated as an ideal gas mixture - The mixture is

treated as a binary mixture of two ideal gases. The density is determined
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from the ideal gas law and the total pressure is the sum of the partial

pressures ofthe gases.

Saturation conditions are assumed at the liquid-mixture interface - For

condensation to occur, the vapor must be saturated; therefore, the interface

temperature will equal the saturation temperature corresponding to the

partial pressure of the vapor.

The pressure is assumed uniform in the radial direction - pressure

variation across the tube is expected to be small therefore; dP / dr = 0 .

However, the pressure is allowed to vary in the axial Q) direction.

Axial diffusion of heat, momentum, and mass are negligible - This is a

valid assumption since the radial diffusion is much larger than the axial

diffusion.

3.2 Mathematical Model

The liquid film and the mixture core were each defined by a set of governing equations in

the r-z coordinate system and were connected by interfacial boundary conditions. For

high liquid film Reynolds numbers, one of two turbulence models was included in the

analysis: Pletcher's (I974) mixing length model or the low Reynolds number È-e model

of Jones and Launder (1972). All the properties in the equations are allowed to vary and

are determined by methods that will be discussed in Section 3.3.
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3.2.1 Liquid Phase Governing Equations

The liquid region was defined by the following equations for conservation of mass,

momentum, and energy.

Liquid Continuity Equation:

!(n,r,)*L!þ0,a,): ooz ror
(3.i)

Liquid Momentum Equation:

${0,u,,,).lfiVorurarl=i*(,r,".+)* p,g -# Q.z)

Liquid Energy Equation:

!Ø,u,r,,,r,)*lfrQo*,c,,r,¡:l*(,^,*.+) (3 3)

ln the above equations, /tt."r and lr,.u are the effective viscosity and thermal

conductivity, respectively, and are defined as:

ltt-,.ff : 14 + þL where pl is tne turbulent viscosity in the liquid (3.4)

\-..tr = A, + li where I, isthe turbulent thermal conductivity in the liquid (3.5)

wirh zl - þLc'''
" Pti
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The liquid turbulent Prandtl numberPrj was set to unity and the turbulent viscosity will

be defined in Section 3.2.3. When the film is laminar, the turbulent viscosity and

turbulent thermal conductivity arc zero resulting in: ltr,"n : p, and 4-,* = 4.

3.2.2 Mixture Phase Governing Equations

Similar to the liquid region, the mixture region is also def,rned by the conservation of

mass, momentum, and energy. In addition to these three equations, an extra equation is

required for the conservation ofgas.

Mixture Continuity Equation:

1(*,u.)*L*Q4,rn, )= ooz rÕr

Mixture Momentum Equation:

ô, r 1A
*\p*r*u" ) * :i (rp*u.a r) :oz rÕr

Mixture Energy Equation:

$b,,*c,,",r" ) * 
T *Q 0",,c,,*r*) :

| *(, 
^". +). | *(, o - D 

"o 
(c, 

"

tô(
i æl'u*'"u +l +p*s-+or) dz

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

-c,.u)Yr-)or ./
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Mixture Mass-Diffu sion Equation:

1 Ø *u *w) * ! I V o*o *w) = L !(, 0,o,. +)oz ror ror\ or )
(3.10)

where is the turbulent viscosity in the mixture (3.11)

where is the turbulent thermal conductivity in the mixture (3.12)

The effective viscosity /tu,"¡t, the thermal conductivity )".,,o, and the diffusion coefficient

D.uare defined as:

þt¡,"¡r:ltu+/Ji,

Lu*¡t=l**A^

tti

4l
AM

with zi, = 
PY::'* 

and Prfi
'Iv'I Pt

D"n=D+D'

where D'= þil 
und,

pr Scio

-1 (3.13)

(3.t4)

(3. r5)Sci, = 1

The last term of Equation (3.9) represents the energy transfer due to mass diffusion.

V/hen there is no gas, this term goes to zero. Equation (3.10) ensures that the amount of

gas is conserved across a control volume.

3.2.3 TurbulenceModels

One of two turbulence models was used to determine the turbulent viscosity for both the

liquid and mixture regions in the above momentum equations: Pletcher's (1974) mixing

length model or the Jones and Launder (1972) low Reynolds number k-emodel
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3.2.3.1 Mixing l-ength Model

Pletcher's mixing length model is based on

van Driest (1956) ancl was developed for

transpiration. The turbulent viscosity for both

determined with the following equation:

o, = orl#l

where, / is the mixing length defined by :

the damping function proposed by

turbulent boundary Iayet flow with

the liquid and the mixture regions is

(3.16)

(,:0.4LD * for
0.089ä^.

r;( o"
'' - 0.4rD*

(3.17)

(3.1 8)! :0.89õnt for , t 99P=' 0.41.D*

For the liquid region, y is the distance measured from the wall, and for the mixture

region, y is the distance measured from the interface. The boundary layer thickness (ft¡)

is defined as the value ofy for which Ltretarive:0.99 u". Irr the mixture region, uretative is the

mixture velocity relative to the velocity at the interface (&relative : t¿M - u¡) and z. is the

centerline velocity relative to the velocity at the interface (u": u" - ui). In the liquid

region, Ltretative is the liquid velocity relative to the velocity at the wall and ø" is the
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velocity at the interface relative to the velocity at the wall; since the velocity at the wall is

zcto, u¡s1¿¡iye: uLandu": ui. The damping function, D* is given by:

D* : 1- exp

The subscript o in the above equation refers to

interface for the mixture region. The shear stress

the wall for the liquid region

ris defined by:

*i(tr)"1 (3.1e)

and the

(3.20)

(3.2r)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

{3.2s)

V:

r :ro(+vlu- + P. y*)

In this equation,

uo:-
ut

u
\J

uf

P- =( 
p -\dP

lp'u,' )dt

* Øu,
I p

ur: ^!t¡ 4
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rn is the shear stress for fully developed turbulent region and is evaluated at y+ = /6 .

3.2.3.2. Low Reynolds Number /c-sModel

In the Jones and Launder low Reynolds number k-e model, the turbulent viscosity is

determined from the solution of the transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy

and dissipation rate. One of the benefits of this model is that it is valid in the viscous

sub-layer and therefore it can be applied right up to the wall in the liquid region and to

the interface in the mixture region.

The turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation equations are identical in both the liquid film

and the mixture region and will therefore only be shown only once for the liquid region:

Kinetic Energy:

(3.26)

Dissipation Rate:

1 (o,u,o,) * ! * V o,a,k,) : I +1,( r, . È)+1
oz rÕr rorl\ oo)drl

'rt(*)' -r'u'-rr'(+)'

1 (r,u,u,) * ! ! Q, ra r€ t) = L +1,( o, . È)+1
oz ror rorL\ ø,)Or)

* c 
", I ot(+)' - c 

", 
r, p, i ., +(#)'
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The constants in the above equations are:

ot, =t.0

C"r:T'55

where Rel_

o":l'3

c,z :2.0(1 - o.: expf n"i,')

,2
PtKr
þrtr

The turbulent viscosity is determined from the following:

ltL:Crfoprkr'/e,

where Co=0.09 and f , = exp(-2.5 I (T+ Rei/ 50))

At the tube wall (r: ro)

ur=0

ot :0

.I--,7
rL - lrvall

kt:€t=0

3.2.4 BoundaryConditions

Boundary conditions were defined at the tube wall, at the interface, at the centerline, and

at the tube inlet.

(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.3s)

Equations (3.32) and (3.33) represent the no slip boundary condition at the wall. The

temperature at the wall is set to fiu"¡1, which is either constant along the length of the tube
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or varies according to a prescribed profile taken from experimental results. When using

the Jones and Launder k-emodelto define the turbulent parameters, the k and eboundary

conditions were both set to zero, which were the required values for this specific model.

At the interface (r : ro - ò)

ur:uM

Tt:T*:Tr^,

ôu, AuM
l4.r -:! = llv,en ^'Õror

dõ
PrattPJrÇ=Puuu*Puuu

.õTrnôTnt.en-^ : 
^ur*îr -+- Ji,rhr*

or or

J|^rW - puD"n ff: O

kr=tt:0

d6 Yu
, -r'int

CTz

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.3e)

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)

A zero-width control volume is used at the interface such that the velocity and

temperature of the liquid at the interfacial node are set equal to those of the mixture

(Equations (3.36) and (3.37)). Equations (3.38) to (3.40) balance the shear stress, the

mass flux, and the heat transfer across the interface, respectively, and Equation (3.41)

states that no gas will cross the interface. Finally, the last boundary condition sets the

kinetic energy and dissipation at the interface to zero. The selection of this boundary

condition will be discussed in Section 5.4.4.
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At the centerline (r:0)

ôu¡ut : o
ôr

a¡¡=0

ôT* 
^

ôr

ôW
_ ll

ôr

ôkw:0
ôr

ôtu 
=0

ôr

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.4s)

(3.46)

(3.47)

(3.48)

The centerline acts as an axis of symmetry and therefore, the gradients of the axial

velocity, temperature, gas mass fraction, kinetic energy, and the dissipation rate are all

zero and the radial velocity is zero.

At the inlet (e:0)

ur:0

uM : uin

(3.4e)

(3.s0)

(3.51)

(3.s2)

(3.s3)

(3.s4)

Tt=u*:0

Tt : T*¡t

T*:T¡n

W =Wr,
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kt:€t=0

kvt :15f u,n2 wherelis the turbulence intensity and is set to 1: 0.037

k, .t't
lvl

o\' _-rvr 
o.6ro

á=0

Il-o o*urro, * Ir-oo'u'rdr : !-u

(3.ss)

(3.s6)

(3.s7)

(3.58)

In addition to the above governing equations, turbulence models, and boundary

conditions, one other equation is required to completely define the problem: the global

mass conservation equation. This equation states that the total amount of mass in both

the liquid and mixture regions is conserved along the tube:

(3.se)

This equation is necessary for determining the axial pressure gradient dP/dz.

3.3 Properties

For the purpose of this study, the vapor-gas mixture entering the vertical tube consists of

steam as the vapor and air as the gas. Both the mixture and the liquid properties were

evaluated at each node at the local temperature and pressure corresponding to that node.

All the equations used to determine the properties are presented in Appendix A of Siow

(2001).
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The specific heat, viscosity and thermal conductivity for both the vapor and the liquid

water were taken from the steam-water tables given in Incropera and Dewitt (1996). kr

order to determine the properties at the exact local temperatures, interpolation between

the table values was required. The liquid density, latent heat and steam saturation

temperature and pressures were calculated using correlations from kvine and Liley

(1e84).

The steam and the air were treated as ideal gases and therefore the densities for both

fluids were determined by using the ideal gas law. The specific heat, viscosity, and

thermal conductivity of the air were calculated using correlations from kvine and Liley

(1e84).

With the vapor and air properties known, the mixture properties could be determined.

The mixture viscosity, thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficient were calculated

using equations from Reid et aI. (1977). The density of the mixture was taken as the sum

of the individual densities of the vapor and gas and the specific heat is the sum of the

individual specific heats multiplied by their corresponding mass fractions.
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CHAPTER 4

NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD

4.1 Introduction

A numerical solution was developed based on Equations (3.1) to (3.59). These equations

were first transformed from arr r-z coordinate system into an r7-7 coordinate system.

Following this, the transformed equations were discretized using a finite volume method

and solved using a combination of an advanced matrix algorithm to solve for u, J, W, õ,

and dP/dz and a separate solver for the turbulent viscosity. This chapter covers the

detailed steps involved in developing the numerical model - from transforming the

governing equations to arriving at aftnal converged solution.

4.2 Transformation of Coordinates

The r-z coordinate system was transformed into an rl-I coordinate system such that the

centerline is at r7: 0, the liquid-mixture interface is at r7: 1 and the wall is at r7:2. The

equations that relate the r7-7 coordinate system to the r-z coordinate system are:

Y:7 forz>0 (4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

rt=2-+ for(r"-â)< rsro

,t :-l---= for0 <, <(r. -õ)' lr.-6)
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W.ith the new coordinate system, the mixfure region is now clearly defined as 0 < ry < I

and the liquid region is defined as 1 < r7 <2. Although the f,rlm thickness is increasing in

the z direction, the interface is always located at r7: l. The domain was divided into a

certain number of stations NZ, that expand geometrically in the 7 dtrection and a certain

number of control volumes NL in the r7 direction in the liquid region, and NM in the r7

direction in the mixture region. The grid spacing in the liquid region remains constant

while the control volumes in the mixture region expand geometrically towards the

centerline. The reason for this is that the largest gradients in the mixture region occur

near the interface and therefore a fine grid is required there. This new coordinate system

will ensure that the number of nodes in the liquid and mixture regions remains constant

with z and that the two regions are always separated by a zero width control volume at

the interface.

Figure 4.1 shows a sirnplified grid for NZ:9, NL: 4 and NM:6 in the r¡-X coordtnate

system. Each rectangle represents a control volume with a node at the center, where

indexing is applied. The index I is used to label the station number in the 7 direction,-/pr is

used to label the nodes in the 17 direction in the mixture region (starting at the centerline)

and jy is used to label the nodes in the ry direction in the liquid region (starting at the

interface). The control volumes at the centerline (Ì¡ø: l), at the interface Ç¡¡: NA4), at

the wali (L : NL), and at the inlet (i : 1) are all zero width; they were formed to

prescribe the boundary conditions. Field variables such as u, T and W are stored at the

nodal points, while -/is stored at the north faces of the control volumes. The parameters d

and dPldl (or P') are scalar variables and each have a single value at every axial station.
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Figtrre 4.1 Grid in the r¡-X coordinate system

Figure 4.2 represents the actual domain in the r-z coordinate system, showing the film

thickness starting at z:0 and growing along the channel.
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Figxe 4.2 Grid in the r-z coordinate system

The governing equations and boundary conditions were transformed into the new

coordinate system using Equations (a.1) to (4.3) above. The a-velocity component was

substituted with the mass flux J", which is defined by the boundary condition given by
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Equation (3.39) and is perpendicular to the q-axis. The transformed governing equations

are shown below. The derivation of these equations is shown in Appendix A.

Liquid Continuity:

\*Vur,u,)+ \!Q¡,;): o
ro oI rÒ orJ

(4.4)

Liquid Momentum:

*+d",u,u,).*+d'i,,)=**(ti+). r,r-# Øs)

Liquid Energy:

**d*'u.c,,,r'). jfitt'íc,,,r,)=**r(++) (4-6)

Liquid Kinetic Energy Equation:

\ ! Vur,u,k,l. \ ! t t ik,) =ro ol rÒ orl

I ôlr( u!

* *,lrlr'.;)+]. rtl:H)' - o'u'-'*'(;*)' (47)
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Liquid Dissipation Equation:

* *d *,u,€ r). * +(r,ie,) 
= * +l;(r, . *)+l

* c 
", I otl* Vl' - p.c 

"z *. #(+)'
Mixture Continuity:

¿ _ Ð*Qþ. - 
6) p*u.). ¿:Ðfi @ :^) : o

Mixture Momentum:

¿ _õ+QQ. - 6)p,u *u,) . mb fi {,t :,".)
ô ( rp*..o au*\ dp

Ø [G:Ð ,, )+ 
p"s - dz,(r, - 6

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.11)

Mixture Mass Diffusion:

¿ _d+QQ" - õ)p *u *w). ¿ _Ðfir,w t^)

I a (rp*D",, ôWr\-;G=dôrylG-ù 
ô,? )
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Mixture Kinetic Energy Equation:

¿ _õ*(,?" - õ) p,u,k*).,(,"5 
fi{,t {^r,*) :

t ôt '¡(,-.*)y].,r[rir+| Øt4)
'('o-6) ôryl(t" -' 

- Pu€¡,t-2p 
( 

' 
u^[o'\'

"lç;Ð ô, )

Mixture Dissipation Equaf ion:

¿ _6+þ'?. - 6)p,u.e*). 
#_ Ð fi{,ti",) =

¿-õ;l;n?-.*)+]*'", *,rl#+l' Ø rs)

r-- t"2P^, 
€" + 2P'lti" ô'u''" k* - pr1" 4y ôrr'

Overall Mass Conservation:

ll e,u,nî" - 6)' ¿ry * 
l,' 

p,u,6(d(ry - 2) + r.) ¿rt : #

Boundary Conditions:

At the wall, r7 = 2

ut=0

Ji:o
11 _ .f'
lL - lrvall

kr:0

(4.t3)

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.re)
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Itr'r ôuy _ Fu,.r õuu

6 ôr7 Q, - a) art

fil _ filJL_JM

Tr=Tr=T"u

rkw-f*o*Y=o
\ro-Ò) ôrl

4","u ôT, _ 1*.*, ôT* _ Ír L

6 ô,? 
= 

G;Ð art - 
r Mttrs

6r- :0

At the interface, r7 :1

uL =uu

:kv=0

=tv =0

At the centerline, 17 = Q

ôu* 
-n

--\J

ôrl

ôT-.tur 
-0

ôr7

ôW

ôr7

Jk=o

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.2s)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.2e)

kL

aL

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)
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ôku:0
ôr7

ôárø : o
ôr7

(4.33)

(4.34)

4.3 Discretization

4.3.1 Introduction

The transformed equations above were integrated across a control volume of thickness dry

andlenglhd7.

I
Figure 4.3 Control volume

The integration of the governing equations of motion, energy conservation, and

turbulence quantities over a typical control volume as shown in Figure 4.3 above used a

f,rnite volume method and resulted in a set of algebraic equations. The resulting equations

required north, south, east, and west face values for all the variables and properties. In

addition, a Newton Raphson Linearization was used for all the non-linear terms. The

T

rl

f* i---l
s oP nltlel

d
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details of the methods followed in discretizing the governing equations and boundary

conditions will be discussed throughout this chapter.

4.3.2 Face Values for Variables

The u velocity, temperature, gas mass fraction, kinetic energy, and dissipation (these

fields will be represented in general by çhercafter) at the east and west faces of a control

volume were defined using the upwind differencing scheme such that:

Q"=Qp and e* : ew (4.3s)

At the north and south faces, an exponential differencing scheme was applied:

,p^ =(KNP + a,)e, +(møf -a^)e*

t, : (A,S,S + a,) qr+ (nsr - o,) e,

Â?*

(4.36)

(4.37)

(4.38)

where, .Rly'P:

-R,S,S:

L,r7* + L,r1,

Lry,

Lr1" + Lrlr
RSP =

Ri/N =
L4,

Ar7* + L,q,

Lq"
Lr1" + Lr1,
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The exponential differencing scheme is also used to determine the derivatives at the north

and south faces:

ôg _oó*-e, ^_Ã ôrp oþr-@.
- 

-Pn 

- 

, ffid =p,i Ø.39)oqn ?w-Qp d4, -4p-î7s

, 0.5Pe,' 0.5pe"z
where dn:*, a, =- (4.40)" 0.5 + Pen 0.5 + Pe,z

n T + 0.005Pe"2
P": y*g35p{ '

,) 1+ 0.005Pe,2P": 
r+o.ospe:

(4.41)

For the mixture region (0 < a < 1):

For the liquid film (1 < rt <2):

The diffusion coefficient for all the variables is shown in Table 4.1.

pe _ Q" - d)t|(rt* - qr) po _U. - d)t',(ry, - qr)f€n=------:- r ._r_ --z.}:-r-----j!l (4.42)"f"f"

pe _ ãl')(rt" -rtr) pe =âI','Qt, -ryr)n fn , r". - -ï- (4.43)
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Table 4.1 - Diffusion coefficients

Variable fn f.
UyAÍ U¡y1 II, + LInr

t
II< + ll"

T¡-ot Ty h/Cp.+ thtlPrt MCp"t I t/Prt

14/ onDn * It^t/Sct onD"t / t/Sct

kyor k¡¡ wn-fLttn/, y¡r+¡tt"/ or,

€yot €y p"fut /o., y¡r+¡ttr/ o,

The normal mass flow rate, -/, was stored at the north face of each control volume:

Jn: J, and J": J, (4.44)

The film thickness was assumed to vary linearly across a station:

õ"=26r-6* (4.4s)

4.3.3 Face Values for Properties

The east and west face values for the properties @, ø k, Co and, D) were determined

using the upwind differencing scheme shown by Equation (4.35). The north and south

face values were evaluated using a harmonic mean on a uniform mesh:

t/, _ QpQx ,^ _ QsQpe': 
f^aP +Gî)çN a': f"a;(jñ; (4'46)
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where 7n -TN -1" and ¡" =TP 
-Q'

4N -Tp Qp -4s

4.3.4 Newton RaphsonLinearization

If Y :.f(e,e,er)

e, : þr, J ¡-,Ty,uy, J r,T*,w, 6, P'l

And e, =fur,Jr,Tr,ttr,J*,7*,W,6,P'\
e, : fu ,, J y,T¡-,11., J r,T*,w, 6, P'l

Then the general Newton Raphson Lineaization would give the following:

Yn = *" *#(q: -aù..#(e; -rÐ.#Ø: -ç:)

(4.47)

The subscript'rt' refers to the current iteration and 'o' refers to the previous iteration.

4.3.5 DiscretizationSteps

The following steps were taken in discretizing Equations (4.4) to (4.34) above:

1. The equation was integrated across a control volume of thickness Ar¡ and length

47, as shown by the following example for the liquid continuity equation

(Equation (4.4)) : 2rf f [++ (r6p,u,)+ \!f,tfl, o, dt = 0tw ts lrÒ oI rÒ ory I

2. The upwind differencing scheme given by Equation @3$ was applied to all the

east and west variables and properties, Equation (4.44) was applied to the east and
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west film thicknesses and Equation(4.43) was applied to the north and south face

mass fluxes.

The Newton Raphson Linearization discussed above was applied to all the non-

linear terms.

The exponential differencing scheme was applied to all the variables and

derivatives at the north and south faces.

5. The dependent variables were factored out and grouped into separate terms.

Detailed steps will be shown in Section 4.3.6 below for discretizing the mixture

momentum equation.

The coefficients of the resulting algebraic equations can be found in Appendices B, C and

D and are represented as follows:

J.

4.

The cofficient belongs to the
mass continuity equatíon
(can also be u, W, T, P, or 6
for these equations)

The coefficient is for the mass

flux (cøn also be u, V[/, T, P or
6for connectÌons to these

variables

The mass flux is for the south
node (can also be N, E, W, and
P for north, east, west and
center nodes)

-----t JJ *--'
ar.s

-r' f---'\-
The equation is þr the lÌquid region
(can also be Mfor mixture)

4.3.6 Discretized GoverningEquations

Liquid continuity equation:

otjsJ r,, + atlour,, + atjoJ r., + a{lrd, = b{..,

47
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Liquid momentum equation:

a[5uçs+a{,"Jr,r+a[rut,r+a{rJt,r+ (4.4g)
af¡urw + ailr6, + afi e, = bT-,,

Liquid energy equatron:

oTlsJr,"+aflTr,r+a[rur,r+alrJt.r+ _ (4.50)
oT*T', + ofl*4,* + a[6r6, = b[,,

Mixture continuity equation:

oti.,rJ *,, + aroi,ru *,, + ati,, J.,* + ari, 6, : b{",,

Mixture momentum equation:

1. Multiply Equation (4.10) by 2rzr(r'-Q and integrate:

(4.s1)

," !:Ë*ØV, - 6)' p,u*u*)a, o, +2r !' lifiør,' - 6)l{ou*)aq ¿x

:ro [- !" fi(rr*., +)d,t 
dz + 2n !" !) rQ" - 6)' p*g d,t dr

-r" l: [, rQ, - 6)' e'dq a7

zo l' !(rQ" - 6)' p*u*u*)nr¡ ay *
rw dX

z" [-Ø"@. - 6)J'in,^uM,n - rr,(ro - 6)J{o,,u*,,)d7 =

zo !"(n,a,,^,"ufl,-'n,u*,"."uff1")r, +2n !" ryQ" - 6)' p,gLq d7

- z" l:rr|. - 6)' e't r7 dx
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zo(ryr\" - 6.)t p*..u*."u*," -er\, - 6*)' p*.*ur,*,**)L't
+ Zn(q,@. - 6r)J{o,nuM,n -r7,(r" - 6r)Jþ.,u*,")Ly :

, o(, 
^ 
o *,"."- Wl, - e, tt u.,."t ;l ")* 

+ z n r7, Q. - õ,)' p,,, s L't L t

,o(rr|" - (zd, - ô* ))' Pu,puu.puu.v - 4p("" - ô* )' pr.*u*,*u**)L't

* (J *,ru *,^ - J *.ru,,") a.7 = z r(n, a *,,,"- Wl 
^ 

- r7 

" 

p *" 
"o þ1, )t

+ 2nr1r\, - 6r)' p*,rg\rtd'l -2nrlrQ" - 6r)' r;nryry

Expand the above equation to get the following:

2 r r7, n r¡Q 
"t 

+ 6 *' + 2 õ * r.) p *,ru u.yu u,p + |tr r7, A' r7 6 r' P *,ru *,ru *,,

-Bnr1*.ry'r1á. (r" + 6*)p*,ru*,uu,y -2nr7rA'r7(r,- á* )t Pu*uu,wuu,w

+ J *.ru *.^ L 7 - J *,ru *," a. I = Ztrrî 
n 
p 

wn..- Wl 
^A, 

I - ùr r7, p *.,."- ry\,o,
+2rqr"' p*gLrTAq - 4ør7r.õ, p*gLqLy + 2nr76r' p*gLrtLZ

- 2 n ry,' Pi A,rT Ly + 4 r r7r 
" 

6 r Pi L q L7 - Z n r7 õ r' Pi L' r7 A' 7

3. Use Newton Raphson Lineanzation on all the non-linear terms:

-znrt,Q" -6r)'r;*1tx

2. Use the upwind differencing scheme on all the east and west face variables and

properties, Equation (4.45) on the east face f,lm thickness and Equation (4.44) on the

north and south face mass fluxes.
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2nr7, n r7þ,' + 6 *' + 26 *r,)p*.,þrïr,,ui^,, - ui".,ui",r)

+ 8m7, A,r7 p r,, þa ;' ui,r.uil., + zu ¡o.r' a ; a ; - zu¡^,r' a ;')
- Btrr¡, A,r¡(r" + 6 *) p r,rþu ; u;o,ru¡., + 6 iufr.r' - 26 ! ui^,rui^,r)

-Zm1r\qþ" - 6*)' pu,wuu,wuu,w

* (-t;,r,r;,, + Jfi,rufr,^ - Jir,ruï".^)- (t,ï,rr;,. + -/fi,rzfl,, - /i,,,rri,,, )

= 2 n r1 n lr *,n". Wl,L1 - 
2nr7 

" 

p *."... Wl 
"a, 

7 + zn r7r.2 p u., g L rt Lz

- 4nr7, r" 6 i p u,, 8L rt * Lt + 2nr7, p *,, g A,r7 ry (za ; a ; - ô;' 
) - 2trr7, ro' 

#1,", r* *
+ 4rr1 rro(r;"J" + ár"p1" - á;pJ" bryry
-2rrt,þu;u;r; + 6;'P;' -26;2 p;br*

4. Use the exponential differencing scheme on the current ('n') north and south face

variables and the north and south derivatives:

z r r¡, *7 Q"' + 6 *t + z 6 * r,) o *,n Quir.ruil,, - uir,rui".r)

+ 8 m7, A, r7 p *,rþ a ;' u¡o.rufr ,, + zufr 
.r2 6 ! a ; - zui,j a ;')

- 8 n r¡, L, r7 (r 
" 
* 6 *) p *,, þ 6 ! uin,rufr ,, + 6 i *fr ,r' - z 6 i uin,rui^.r)

- 2m¡, Lr1 (r" - 6 *)' p *.*ur,¿,wilr,,'w

* (.ç,,ur;," + ,r;,* (rurr + ai)uio,, * (R¡ff - o; )r;,. )- "r;,*ui,," )

- (¡Jn,rril,, + "r;,. (nss + a!) uio,r* (nsr - o; ) r;,, ) - .r;,rr;,, )

:zT,Ttntt*,n,".(o:ffi)^r-ror,o,,,."u(n:ffi)^,

+ 2rr¡ rro' p *,, g Ary LX - 4 n r7 rr.6 [ p *., g L ry LI + 2nr¡, p *,o g L r7 ry þa ; a ; - 4 
t 

)

-zm1rro'Pi A,r7a,7 + +or¡or"(d; e;o + á.op1" - 6r'ei')nr67

- 2o,7,þa; a; Pi" + 6i2 pi^ - za{ r;) trpx

5. Now factor out the dependent variables and group them together
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l 
 trrTr trt|. - 26o + 6 *)' p*,rui",,

| 
. (*" * oïþi^,,- (^r - a:V:^.,

l* 
z on, a * 

^ ".(;¡)* . 2 nu, /1u,, "tr(r, -,)*
. 
[f^r* 

- oï)t:^,, - 2m7 
n 
p*,n ".(#+)orf,r^

all,s =-(^tt * oí Þ,i,, - 2xrt, þin'/t'''''u lt
Wp -4s)

uIô
0M,s : -ilM.,

[- 
** * 

'J Þ;, - zrry,þ*,, ".(#+)*],r, - rk."ui",

nrno
M,p f JM,Pzl,r,n

*l-trrorþ, -z6i t-6*)p*.,ui".,' 'lu*

l+ 4 m7 r pr,r g Lr7 d.7 (r" - 4 ) - 4 rrT r Pi' L r¡ LI (r. - 4 ) ]'

+ 2rrTrLrTLX?" - 6;)2 P;" :2nr7rA,r7(r. - A;l p*.ruin.rufr.,

-8rr7r\,r7pr,rui*,r' Q" - áJ h + 2rr1rLr1(r, - 6*)' pr,*ur,*'

+2ttr1rp*.rg\,rlLl(r"'-6i') *4nr7r6iP!'LqLt?"-6þ+Jio.ruor,no-/i,,rrü.,

'Where 
R,SP, IR^S^S, Rly'P, and rRi/Nare defined by Equation (a.3S).

The resulting equation takes the following form:

aä'uu,s + afl,rJ*,, * alï,u.,, + afl,rJ*,, +

aii*a",* + affrõ, + a{frr, = bnn,, Ø52)

where,
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al,l.p = 4rþ. - alf e*,,uï^pu,Lr* (R¡/p + ,,ï)Ji^., - (*t - d:Vi^,"

+ 2 zr q 
n ¡t *n,.(#+)o, . 2 lrrt, lt *,"n(#ï)*

uloaMÌ = uM,n

¿ii* =(n^ør -o:Þ*,i -Zrcrt^#i#

aff,, = -s ort, Lryþ, - 6!)p*,rui",r'

+ 4rr7rpr*gLr1\y(r. - 4) - 4m1rPi" L7AX@" - 6l)

aïl,p =2"þ" - 6il r7"Lr7L7

bk,, = zortr\ryþ" - 6!Y p*.ruo'",.øir,, - BmTrLqp*.rui",r' þ,- â"" þ,"

+ 2rqrA,r¡(r. - õ*)' pr,*u*,*' Í ZxrTrp**g\4Ll(r.' - 6;' )

+ 4nr7r6r'Pi'Ar7Ly(r. - 4") + Jfl*ufr,- /i,..aí,..

Mixture energy equation:

ali,"J*," + olt"4r,, + affi4 + aft,ru.,, + aff,rJ.., +

offtT*,, + affiWr+ off*4",* + affiW* + aff.r6, : b{o.r Ø53)

Mixture mass diffusion equation:

oll,rJ*.r+affiWr+aff*ur,, +aff,J*,, +affiW, +affrwr +afflra, =b#,., (4.54)

4.3.7 Discretized/r-eEquations

Liquid kinetic energy equation:

ol."kr,, + a[*kr,* + a[rkr,, = bf,o
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Liquid dissipation equation:

aT'€r., + aijrer,* + a'foer., = bl.,

Mixture kinetic energ¡/ equation:

o#,"k*,r+ aff*Ær,* + aff,rk.,, : bk,,

Mixture dissipation equation:

ali'€u,s + aff *e".* + a'rj.rer., = bín.,

4.3.8 DiscretizedBoundaryConditions

At the tube wall (rt:2)

Jrp :0

utP :0

.r '_ .rtL,P - rwall

At the interface (rt: l)

Mass continuity at the interface:

o{lJr,r+a{dJr,r:b{o

Equating shear stresses at the interface:

ai.iu*,, + ai,iur,, + aiftur,^ + a|! õ, : b;o

(4.s6)

(4.s7)

(4.58)

(4.se)

(4.60)

(4.6r)

(4.62)
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Saturated temperature at the interface:

o#T*,, + aff w, + al! r, : b{,

Impermeability at the interface:

ol,{ J*," + affw, + affry + ai6rõ, : b(,

Energy conservation at the interface:

(4.64)

(4.6s)

(4.66)

(4.67)

(4.68)

(4.6e)

(4.70)

(4.7r)

oßT*,, + offJr,, + affTr,o * 
",T,4," 

+ a{6,6, : b{,

At the centerline (rt:0)

/*,, :0

u¡¡,p : uu,N

.t, _ .F
rM,P - rM,N

W, :W*

Finally, the discretized mass balance equation results in the following algebraic equation:

NM_I NI.

Z otï,,^u*,¡^ +Zali,,ur,¡, + a{u õ, = b;
jn-l jr-r

4.4 Solving the Discretized Conservation Equations

A computer code was developed in-house to solve the above set of discretized equations.

The algorithm on which this code was based is described in the following sections.
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4.4.1 Construction of the Matrix

Starting at the first station, a matrix was constructed using the lineanzed, discretized

governing Equations (4.48) to (4.50) for the liquid film and (4.53 to 4.56) for the mixture,

the boundary conditions and the overall mass conservation equation (4.71). The

turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation equations were not included in this matrix; they

were calculated separately using a Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithm (TDMA). This will be

discussed in Section 4.5.

The unknowns in the matrix are the mass flux, J, the velocity, u, the temperatur e, T, the

gas mass fraction, W, the film thickness, ä, and the pressure gradient, P'. The four

variables, J, tt, T, and W make up a block matrix for each control volume and row of the

matrix. The continuity equation \Mas used to solve for J,the momentum equation for u,

the energy equation for T, and the mass diff,rsion equation for W. These block matrices

are followed by the two scalar variables 6 and P'. The interfacial energy equation is used

to solve for âand the global mass balance equation for P'. Equation (4.72) below shows

how the matrix was set up. The first row of the matrix represents the node at the tube

centerline Úrr¿ 
: 1), row NM represents the node at the interface 0u: NM,jr: 1) and row

NM + Ìy'I represents the node at the wall (Sr: NL). The last two rows in the matrix are

for calculating the film thickness and the pressure gradient respectively. More details on

the individual matrix entries are shown in Appendix E.
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A*., 1",,u
tl

Ar,, A*,r 1r,*
2.2

lr,, Ar,, 1r,*
NM-I NM_I NM-I

Ar," Ar, lt," Ez

Ar,, At,, Ar,*
2.2.2

At,, At,, At,
NL-I NL-I NL-I

At," At,, :

E, 
NL 

::. E3

(4.72)

4.4.2 Solving the Matrix

From Equation (4.72) above it can be seen that the off-diagonal entries of the bordered

block matrix are mainly zeroes. For this reason, it would be very inefficient to solve this

matrix using a conventional solver such as Gauss elimination. In order to reduce the

computation effort, a direct solver was developed based on the bordered matrix algorithm

discussed by Behie et al. (1985) and the standard block-tridiagonal matrix algorithm

(BTDMA).

Equation (4.72) can be written as:

x1 Bl

x2 B2

[";:" :,]t;] [l]
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where, d-nrou: block+ridiagonal matrix of size (N* ¡D

Er: (2"Mblockmatrix

Ez'. (N x 2) block matrix

E¡ : (2 x 2) block mafrix

Br, Xi : (Nx 1) vector

Bz,Xz: (2 x 1) vector

N: 4(NL + NM - 1)

Equation (4.73) can be transformed into:

where, 
[l] 

: 
[;,,1;'::J;.",] [i,]

Equation (4.74) can be written as the combination of two matrix equations:

Aarou Fr : Br

and E1 F1 + Fz: Bz

f Ã,,,, ol I r Ar-*8, I [*,] : [-",]
l- ", t lL" E3 -,-,A;rDMu,lL*,] 

= 
Lu,-l

'r' l":: :]tl] [i;] (4.74)

(4.7s)

(4.76)

(4.77)
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F1 ofEquation(4.76) wasdeterminedusingtheBTDMAmethod. Since Aarnuisan(^À/x

N) matrix and B¡ is a (N x 1) vector, the result F1 is also a (i/ x 1) vector. Next, F2 was

calculated from Equation (4.77) and it is a (2 x 1) vector.

Let

of,

F3: ArlrorE2

Aarou F¡ : Ez

X1 + F3 Xz: Fr

(E¡ - Er F¡) Xz: Fz

(4.78)

(4.7e)

(4.80)

(4.81)

Equation (4.78) can be solved using BTDMA. Since E2 is an (N x 2) matrix, BTDMA

has to be applied twice to get F3. Block F3 is another (N x 2) matnx. Equation (4.79) was

substituted into Equati on (4.7 5), which becomes :

and

The result of (83 - Er F:) is a Q x 2) mafrxand thus Equation (4.81) can be easily

solved using Cramer's rule to obtain þ. Finally, Xr \ryas calculated from Equation (4.80).

Because of non-linearities, an iterative approach was needed to arrive at a solution. An

initial guess for mass flux, velocity, temperature, gas mass fraction, pressure gradient,

film thickness and tur.bulent viscosity was required before calculating the coefficients in

the matrix. The new solution obtained from the matrix calculation was compared with

the value from the previous iteration. If the convergence criterion was not met, the
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coefficients \Mere re-calculated with the new results and the matrix was re-solved. The

convergence criteria are discussed in Section 4.6.

4,5 Turbulence Model Calculation

The turbulence model equations were solved once a converged solution was achieved for

mass flux, velocity, temperature, gas mass fraction, film thickness and pressure gradient.

When the mixing length model was employed, the turbulent viscosity was calculated in

one step. Once a new turbulent viscosity was obtained, the matrix discussed in Section

4.4 was resolved until convergence. This loop continued until the turbulent viscosity and

the matrix convergence set had both converged.

'When the k-e model was used, a different iterative procedure was required. The kinetic

energy and dissipation rate equations were solved in a segregated manner, each using a

tri-diagonal matrix algorithm. The kinetic energy equation was first solved, followed by

the dissipation rate equation. The coefficients of both the kinetic energy and the

dissipation equation contain old values of kinetic energy, dissipation and turbulent

viscosity; therefore, several iterations were required before a solution was reached. After

each k and e calculation, a new furbulent viscosity was obtained. The calculations of the

two equations were repeated until a converged solution was obtained for k and e. The

value of turbulent viscosity calculated from these k and ¿ fields was then used to re-

calculate the matrix coefficients discussed in Section 4.4 above. The matrix calculation

was then repeated until a new converged solution was reached. Iterations of the matrix
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followed by iterations of the k-emodel continued until an overall converged solution was

achieved.

4.6 Convergence Criteria

4,6.1 Convergence Criteria for u,I, pl/, T, 6, dP/dz

After each matrix calculation, the solution for velocity, mass flux, temperature, gas mass

fraction, film thickness and pressure gradient was compared with the previous

calculation. The relative error was calculated as follows:

,=lufl (4.82)

Once y< 1 x 10-7 was achieved for all the nodal values in all the fields, the matrix was

said to have converged. This converged solution however is with old values of turbulent

viscosity. The turbulent viscosity must therefore be re-calculated with the new

converged matrix solution.

4.6.2 Convergence Criteria for /r and s

When the k-e model was employed, a convergence check was performed after each

calculation of k and e. Since these parameters have a very wide range of values and, the

kinetic energy is very small near a wall or interface, a better error calculation for this case

is a range-normalized relative difference:
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ç" -eo I

Rt,tsml where Range(rp")= ei^. - Ai¡ (4.83)

Once y< 1 x 10-7 was achieved at all nodes across a station, thekand, eequations were

said to have converged and the matrix calculation was repeated with the new turbulent

viscosity.

4.6.3 Overall Convergence Check

An overall convergence check was required once a converged matrix solution was

obtained followed by a converged turbulent viscosity solution. When the k-emodel was

employed, the overall convergence check was done by comparing the old converged k

and e values (those used in the previous matrix calculation) with the new converged fr

and s values. This check was done using Equation (4.83). once y < 1 x 10-7 was

achieved at all nodes, the solution was said to have converged at that station and the

solution was marched to the next station.

When the mixing length model was employed, the overall convergence check was done

by comparing the old turbulent viscosities at each node (those used in the previous matrix

calculation) with the new turbulent viscosities. This check was done using Equation

(4.82). Once y < 1 x 10-s was achieved at all nodes, the solution was said to have

converged and the solution was marched to the next station to repeat calculations.
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4.7 Relaxation Factors

After each matrix calculation, if the convergence criterion was not met, a relaxation

factor (ry) was applied to all the variables before the next iteration:

Qrehxed: Qo + V*(9" - (P")

where ,:{u,J,T,W,u,#}

(4.84)

The typical values used for the relaxation factors for these variables are as follows:

V/u :0.6 Ww :L

Vt :0.6 V¿ = 0.1

Vr =0.I V4!=0.2
dz

4.8 Flow Reversal

The solution was advanced in the y direction, station by station, until either a specified

length Z was reached or flow reversal occurred. Flow reversal occurred when the

solution converged and resulted in a negative velocity at one or more nodal points across

the tube (in either the liquid or the mixture regions). The numerical model is invalid for

negative velocities due to the parabolic approach taken in the solution method. For this

reason, when a negative velocity was obtained, the program was terminated. Flow

reversal most often occured for the case of pure vapor when the condensation rate was

large, and also when a fully developed inlet velocity profile was set (this is discussed in

the following chapter).
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CIIAPTER 5

VALIDATION TESTS

5.1 Introduction

To ensure that the numerical model was producing accurate results, several validation

tests were done for both laminar and turbulent flow. These validation tests included grid

independence tests and comparisons with analytical, numerical and experimental results.

All the results presented in this chapter correspond to steam as the condensing vapor and

air as the non-condensable gas, unless otherwise stated.

5.2 Grid Independence

The grid independence tests consisted of running the code using various grid sizes and

comparing the results to determine the optimum control volume size such that further

reduction would not substantially change the results. The case chosen for this test was

one with a large condensation rate since this would require the finest mesh; run 3 of

Goodykoontz and Dorsch (1966) was chosen for this test. The range of values used for

the number of control volumes in the liquid region, NL, the mixture region, NM, and the

number of stations, NZ, were as follows: 40 < NL < 100, 60 < NM < I20, and 2000 < NZ

< 5000 for 2.2 metres of tube length. Table 5.1 shows the maximum percent difference

in the velocity and temperature profiles at four different z locations Q:0.34 m, 0.69 m,

I.26 m, and 2.2 m) when the number of control volumes in the liquid region was

increased from 40 to 100.
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Table 5. 1 Maximum difference in u and Z profiles at z : 0.34 m,
0.69 m, I.26 m, and2.2 m when l/Z is increased from 40 to 100

(NM: 100, NZ:4000)

NL Maximum % Difference
in uand Iprofiles

40 vs. 60 0.2002%

60 vs. 80 0.1225%

80 vs. 100 0.0771%

From the above table it can be seen that when increasing the number of control volumes

in the liquid region from 80 to 100, the velocity and temperature profiles changed by less

than 0.1 o/o. Therefore, grid independence was achieved at NZ:80.

Table 5.2 shows the maximum percent difference in velocity and temperature profiles

when the number of control volumes in the mixture region was increased from 60 to I20.

Table 5.2 Maximum difference in u and Zprofiles at z :0.34 m,
0.69 m,1..26 m, and2.2 m when NM is increased from 60 to I20

(NL:80, NZ:4000)

NM Maximum % Difference
in uand Iprofiles

60 vs. B0 0.2497%

B0 vs. 100 0.1300%

100 vs. 120 0.0806%
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From this table it can be cbserved that the maximum percent difference in the velocity

and temperature profiles was less than 0.lo/o when increasing the number of control

volumes from 100 to 120. The solution was therefore considered grid independent for

this case when NM: I00.

For run 3 of Goodykoontz and Dorsch, the total length of the tube was 2.2 m. The

minimum number of stations required for the solution to converge for this length of tube

was approximately 2000. Starting with NZ : 2000, the number of stations was increased

until the maximum percent difference in 6, dP/dz and Nu" was less than0.lo/o. Table 5.3

shows the maximum percent difference when increasing the number of stations from

2000 to 5000.

Table 5.3 Maximum difference in 6, dP/dz and Nu"
when NZis increased from 2000 to 5000

(NL:80, l/M: 100)

NZ Maximum %
Difference

iná

Maximum 7o

Difference
tn dP/dz

Maximum 7o

Difference in
Nut

2000 vs. 3000 0.0225% 0.2889o/o 0.0286%

3000 vs. 4000 0.0105% 0.1372% 0.0137%

4000 vs. 5000 0.0061% 0.0794o/o 0.0079%

Table 5.3 shows that the pressure gradient, dP/dz, has the largest percent difference when

increasing the number of stations. When the number of stations was increased from 4000
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to 5000 the results changed by less than 0.1 %o for all three disfributions. Therefore, 4000

stations were sufficient for a length of 2.2m.

5.3 Validation of the Laminar Model

5.3.1 fntroduction

In order to validate the laminar model, three different comparisons were made: fwo for

pure vapor condensation and one for vapor-gas mixtures. The comparisons made for

pure vapor were with Nusselt's analytical solution for condensation on a flat plate and

with Dobran and Thorsen's (1980) analytical and numerical results for condensation in

vertical tubes. No previous work could be found for the case of laminar condensation of

vapor in the presence of gas. For this reason, an analytical solution was developed for the

location in the pipe where virtually complete condensation has occurred (termed "end of

condensation").

5.3.2 Comparison with Nusselt (1916)

As mentioned previously in the literature review, Nusselt (1916) developed an analytical

solution for laminar film condensation of a pure saturated, quiescent vapor on a vertical,

isothermal surface. Included in his solution was an equation for the film thickness áas a

function of distance z alongthe length of the plate:

44-pr(4" - T*^,)"u(,): 
I EP'(P'- p,)h,, l"'
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In order to emulate the conditions of Nusselt's solution, a large tube radius (ro: I m) and

a low inlet Reynolds number (Re¡n:50) were used. Figure 5.1 shows a comparison of

the present numerical solution with Equation (5.1). As can be seen with this figure,

excellent agreement was obtained. Aside from the first couple of stations (a very small

distance near the inlet), the present results for film thickness were within I o/o of Nusselt's

solution, with a deviation of less than 0.3 %o for the majority of the stations.

5.3.3 Comparison rvith Dobran and Thorsen (1980)

The only published work available for laminar forced convection condensation in a

vertical tube is that of Dobran and Thorsen (1980). They presented both an analytical

7x10-5

6x1O-5

5x1O-5

ô*
4x10-"

3x10-5

2x10-5

1x10-5

Nusselt Solution
Present Numerical Solution

Re'n = 59

P¡n = 1 atm

W¡n=0

44"=1K
nl , - . . I I I I I"0 1x1o-5 2x10-5 3x10-5 4x10-5 sxl o-5 6x10-5 7x10-5

z*
Figure 5.1 Film thickness comparison with

Nusselt's (i916) analytical solution
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solution, which neglects inertia effects and assumes constant inter-phase shear, and a

numerical solution. Their numerical solution was obtained starting with the full set of

goveming equations ancl using an integral analysis and profile assumptions for the

velocity in both the liquid and the vapor regions. They presented results for Nusselt

number and film thickness at a location defined as L*, where all the vapor had

condensed. In the present model, flow reversal often occurred before all the vapor was

condensed, and therefore Z* was defined as the length at which flow reversal occurred.

For the purpose of this comparison, a fully developed inlet velocity profile was used to

match the conditions of Dobran and Thorsen. Table 5.4 compares the present results with

Dobran and Thorsen's numerical (DTN) and analytical @TA) results.

Table 5.4 Comparison with Dobran and Thorsen (1980) for
Fr¡nlRe¡n: 0.01 and p,/py: 0.05

In cases 1 and 2, the present results compare well with DTN and DTA, falling between

the two results. For cases 3 and 4, corresponding to low liquid Prandtl numbers, the

dimensionless film thickness at the condensation length was higher than both DTN and

ä *lr. Nt,lr-

Case Prt ttlttt- Ja Present DTN DTA Present DTN DTA titL / tìtin

I 2 0.04 0.05 0.168 0.1703 0.1s3 10.68 10.78 13.06 0.96

2 2 2 0.05 0.092 0.098 0.088 20.78 19.55 22.74 0.87

3 0.005 0.04 0.001 0.t72 0.1 69 0.1 53 t0.57 t0.76 13.06 0.7

4 0.005 0.04 0.005 0.268 0.1 87 0.153 6.43 9.61 13.06 0.7
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DTA results while the Nusselt numbers for these cases were lower. The last column in

the table indicates the amount of vapor remaining in the core when flow reversal

occurred. In cases 3 and 4,30o/o of the inlet mass still remained when the flow reversed.

Several tests were done to determine why flow reversal was occurring so early when a

fully developed inlet velocity profile was used in the comparisons with Dobran and

Thorsen. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the velocity profile when flow reversal occurs for a

uniform and a fully developed inlet velocity profile, respectively.

1

0.8

0.6
ll*

0.4

0.2

0

-0.20u

Rê,n = 1 ,000

P,n = 1 atm

A7-in = 10 K
Wrn= o

0.5 1.5

Figure 5.2 Velocity profile at flow reversal (z* : 4.86 cm)
with a uniform inlet velocity
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n
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0.5 1.5

Figure 5.3 Velocity profile at flow reversal (z* :0.26 cm)
with a fully developed inlet velocity

Both of these prof,rles correspond to the following dimensionless inlet conditions:

PrL: I-87, p,lp¡:0.0006, Fulltr:0.04, Frin/Re¡n:0.005, and Ja:0.018. From Figure

5.2 it can be seen that with a uniform inlet profile, flow reversal does not occur until

almost all the vapor has condensed. In addition it can be seen that at separation, the

velocity at the centerline is slightly negative. In the case of a firlly developed inlet profile

(shown in Figure 5.3), separation occurs in the mixture region near the interface when

there is still a relatively large vapor velocity at the centerline. In Dobran and Thorsen's

model, they assumed a parabolic velocity profile that could never resemble the profile

shown in Figure 5.3; this could explain why flow reversal did not occur in their model

until 100% of the vapor had condensed. The separation near the interface can be

explained by comparing the pressure gradient distribution along the length of the tube as

1

n
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well as the amount of mass condensed for the two different inlet profiles. From Figure

5.4 it can be seen that for the case of fully developed inlet, the adverse pressure gradient

was larger than for the case of a uniform inlet. In Schlichting's "Boundary Layer

Theory'' (1968), he stated that a laminar boundary layer can support only very small

adverse pressure gradients without the occurrence of separation. This could explain why,

for the case of a fully developed inlet profile where the adverse pressure gradient was

large, separation occurred. In addition, Schlichting also explained how boundary layer

suction helps to stabilize the flow by removing the decelerated particles before they are

given a change to cause separation. Figure 5.5 compares the amount of mass cond,ensed

for both inlet profiles. It can be observed that the amount of vapor condensed was

smaller for the case of a fully developed inlet and is therefore less stable and more likely

to separate.
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Figure 5.4 Dimensionless pressure gradient comparison

between a fully developed and a uniform inlet velocity profile
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5.3.4 End of Condensation Solution

While condensation occurs along the length of the tube, the velocity profile, temperature

profile and gas mass fraction prof,rle are continuously changing. Eventually, the mixture

composition reduces to a gas fully saturated with vapor and the condensation process

shuts off. At this point, the temperature in the liquid and mixture is Z*u11, and the gas

mass fraction and velocity profiles no longer vary with z. This situation is referred to

here as the 'end of condensation'. The fully developed conditions greatly simplify the

goveming equations and therefore, an analyical solution can easily be obtained.

The following conditions, which are valid in the end-of-condensation region, were

applied to the goveming equations:

t Ur=0
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o ?v=0 (5.3)

ôu, ôu,,. ---!=-_s:0 (5.4)
ôz ôz

n Tr : Tu = T*rfi (5.5)

o Uniform W and physical properties

The governing equations reduce to:

+*1,#7=(#)."-Pß

+#1,+l=(#)""-P,,s

(s.6)

(s.7)

These equations were non-dimensionalized using the following dimensionless groups:

DD
D*- r -rin

1

t
R",n =

P¡nu¡u

prnltrn2ro

.z
-8_

2ro

.r
ro

6*=!
ro

.u
y4=-

uín

/f,¡n

2

FT: 
U¡N

o)v6-,o

The resulting non-dimensional equations are:
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i hl, . n#l= 
å 

*". E)ç å + [fr )tt)

t ¿ l.*du**f_
r* dr*L' ¿r* l-

(s.8)

Integrating the above equations results in velocity profiles for the liquid and mixture

region:

lnr * +C,

å**k)r;+[*)i*)

ui 
"" 
:l+"","(i)r 

å +[ HH], 
*, *c,

ui,." :[# *.," (*)x *+[ H(H], 
*, *,,

(s.e)

(s.10)

lnr * +Co (5.1 1)

The constants C1, Cz, Ct, and Ca were evaluated by applyrng the following boundary

conditions:

" No slip at the tube wall:

uL*:0atr*:l (s.12)

. No shear stress at the centerline:
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(5.13)

(5.14)

(s.1s)

(5.16)

(5.r7)

(5.18)

d'* :o atr*:o
dr*

r Velocity continuity at the interface:

ui,"" = uio,"" at r* = õJ"

o Shear continuity at the interface:

dut
dr

=(^)gry: at r* = 6J"
lp,^ ) dr*

*
*(*)

With these boundary conditions, the constants were calculated as:

'=+[;+[r)PA]
',:*+(Ðw)-**"'.8)ç
c,:o

, 
^ 

= +l:"" ^ #(i - frl i+(ffi ffi)
.,,, u:1f,+ 

[Ð ("*)]] - å -. "Eç)
, 1 Re* ( pr\( p,,\*G .' I r^)l^)

(s.1 e)
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There are two unknowns in the above equations, á""* and dP*/dz*. To determine these

unknowns, the following conservation of mass equations can be applied:

ù1,,": p,I:-ttr,""27rodr - *,"(, 
æ)

(5.20)

(s.2r\

(s.22)

ffiM,"" = P* Iu*u*,""27rodr: ^^(Æ)

The above equations state that the mass flow rate of the mixture at the inlet must equal

the mass flow rate of the condensate at the end of condensation plus the mass flow rate of

the mixture at the end of condensation. The gas concentrati on, W""can be determined by

assuming the gas at the end of condensation is fully saturated with vapor at Z*¿¡¡ and

taking the total pressure from the numerical solution. The equation used to determine W""

is:

Ð
w^^ -r-0.6219 "^,P." - Pr",

Where Pru, is the saturation pressure at T*u11.

In dimensionless form, Equations (5.20) and (5.21) become:

I);ui,.",*dr*=+E)? h)
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Substituting the velocity distribution for the liquid (Equation (5.10)) into Equation (5.23)

and the velocity distribution for the mixture (Equation (5.11)) into Equation (5.24) results

in the following two equations:

(s.2s)

Iur' 
u'''"'* dr* =

dp* _Jf¡q¿"[(u;T*u; ( p*- p,\-þ)(ro,_4*l
dz* [+Frp¡nl + [ p, )' ro(ø' p*)

w(t) I 
. 

; * [ #,\ I {w(, *) ç}

IHW,) (s.24)

(5.26')

(a;I ì_ 
L6J

ll""^

Equating the left hand sides of Equations (5.25) and (5.26) results in one equation with

one unknown (á""*). Once ô".* is obtained, dP*ldz* can be found from either Equation

(5.25) or (5.26). The coefficients needed for the velocity profiles can then be evaluated

using the known values for á""* and dP*/dz*.
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The results from the numerical solution were compared with the analytical solution

discussed above. The inlet conditions used for ttris comparison were Re¡n :1000,

Pin : 1 atm, llin: 0.2, and ATin:20 K. Comparisons of the film thickness and pressure

gradient distribution, and the uvelocity profiles with the end of condensation solution are

plotted in Figures 5.6 to 5.9. From these plots it can be seen that the results from the

numerical solution reach the end of condensation analytical solution at large values of z*.
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Figure -5.6 Dimensionless film thickness distribution
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Figure 5.9 - End of condensation velocity profile in the liquid

5.4 Validation of the Turbulence Models

5.4.1 Introduction

Both the mixing length and the k-e low Relmolds number turbulence models were

validated to ensure that they were being applied correctly to the model. First the mixing

length model was applied to both the liquid film and the core regions and results were

compared with Panday's numerical results. Following this, the k-emodel was applied to

the core region and results were compared with single phase pipe flow. Finally, the k-e

model was validated in the liquid film.

uL,ec = -634.434[0.0065511 + 0.987]2 +
1 252.271n[0.00655T] + 0.9871 + 634.484

Z* =1
Rg,n - 1 ,000

8n=1atm
Win = 0'2

^fin 
= 20 K
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5.4.2 Mixing Length Model

As was previously discussed in the literature review, Panday (2003) developed a

numerical model from the same equations and boundary conditions that were used in the

present model. The difference in the present model is that it includes the presence of gas

during condensation while Panday's model is for pure vapor. The mixing length model

chosen for the present solution was the one used in Panday's work and was developed by

Pletcher (1974).

Panday (2003) presented results for pure steam condensation in a 24-mm diameter tube

with inlet velocities from 20 to 50 m./s, an inlet temperature of lI7 oC, and a wall

temperature of 107 oC. ln Panday's paper, results of the Nusselt number were compared

with a correlation from Chen (1987) for velocities of 20 and 50 m/s. Figures 5.10 and

5.11 compare the present model with both Panday and Chen's results for local Nusselt

number for these two inlet velocities. Figure 5.10 shows the local Nusselt number

distribution for an inlet velocity of 20 rnls. From this figure it can be observed that the

present model agrees very well with both Panday and Chen's results for z* > 20. For

z* < 20, there is a large deviation between Chen and Panday with the present results

falling in between. Figure 5.11 shows the local Nusselt number distribution for an inlet

velocity of 50 m/s. In this plot, Panday's results are considerably higher than the other

two in the region zx < 1 5 0. The present results agtee with Chen' s for z* > 50 and fall

between the other two sets of results for z* < 50. The results of this comparison indicate

that the mixing length model is producing reasonable results.
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5.4.3 k-¿Model in the Core

To validate the Jones and Launder low Reynolds number k-emodel in the core, the model

was set up to approximate single-phase flow in a tube and results were compared with

single-phase pipe flow results. In order to model single-phase pipe flow, the

condensation rate must be negligible and the interface must act as a wall. To ensure a

low condensation rate, thLetemperature difference across the film was set to a low value

(either 0.01 or 0.1 K), the inlet gas mass fraction was set to 0.9, and the latent heat was

set to 22.25 GJlkg. In addition to this, the velocity at the interface was set to zero such

that the no slip boundary condition was applied at the interface. The resulting fully

developed velocity profiles for 3 different cases were compared with experimental results

from Nikuradse (1932). Figures 5.12 to 5.14 show the resulting fully developed velocity

profiles for inlet Reynolds numbers of 4,000, 23,000,and 110,000, respectively. In these

figures, ø" is the centerline velocity. From these plots it can be seen that the present

model agrees reasonably well with the results from Nikuradse and that as the inlet

Reynolds number increases, the agreement improves.

In addition to comparing velocity profiles, the kinetic energy profiles were plotted to

ensure that the fr-e equations were producing the correct trends. Figures 5.15 to 5.17

show these plots for the three different Reynolds numbers mentioned above. These

profiles show that the kinetic energy increases from the centerline to the interface and

reaches its peak value between !/ro:0 and 0.2 followed by a sharp drop to zero at the

interface. Previous results on single phase turbulent pipe flow show this same trend

(Wilcox,2002\.
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5.4.4 É-eModel in the Film

Only two published articles were found on condensation in vertical tubes using the Jones

and Launder low Reynolds number k-e model in the liquid film: Yuann (1993) and

Bellinghausen and Ptenz (1992). Yuann used this model in both the core and the film and

set fr and e to zero at both the wall and the interface. Yuann found that the Æ-¿ model

never predicted turbulence in the liquid region; the turbulent viscosity was negligible

across the entire film. Bellinghausen and Renz also used this low Reynolds number fr-¿

model in the liquid. Their boundary conditions are unknown as they were not stated in

their paper. They found that a minimum value for y' was required for the k-emodel to

predict turbulence : lt!¡, : 0.5 p .

The boundary conditions in the present model for É and á were set to zero at both the

interface and the wall. Several authors have justified this choice of boundary condition

for the interface. Rodi (1993), Akai et al. (1981), Issa (1988), and Newton and Behnia

(2000) developed models for two-phase stratified flow. These authors assumed that for

the case of a smooth stratified flow, the interface could be treated as a moving wall and

therefore applied the same boundary conditions at the interface as they applied at the

wall.

In the present model, when the interface is treated as a wall, the same behavior occurs as

did for Yuann; the turbulent viscosity is completely dampened. In order to initiate

furbulence in the liquid, attempts were made to set a minimum f as was done in

Bellinghausen and Renz (1992). It was found that this did help initiate turbulence at a
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certain axiai station but the turbulent viscosity was immediately dampened back to zero.

In addition to the minimum turbulent viscosity used in Bellinghausen and Renz

(pk^ :0.5p), several other values were tested including pk^ = 0.1p

and p!^ = 0.9p; the turbulent viscosity was still dampened for both these cases. Since

no details were given in Bellinghausen and Renz, it was difficult to predict what

boundary conditions and methods were used. It was concluded that the low Reynolds

number Ë-emodel would never produce turbulence across a thin film when the boundary

conditions are set to zero at the inlet, the wall and the interface.

5.4.5 Comparisons with Yuann (1993)

Yuann (1993) developed a numerical model for condensation from a vapor-gas mixture

in vertical tubes using the same governing equations that were used in the present model.

In addition, he used the low-Reynolds-numb er k-e turbulenòe model of Jones and

Launder (1972) in both the mixture and the liquid regions. Therefore, another test used

to validate the k-e turbulence model in both the liquid and mixture regions was to

compare the present numerical results with Yuann's.

Three cases were chcsen for comparison from Yuann's results that included conditions

with the minimum and the maximum gas mass fraction as well as a low and a high value

for inlet pressure. Unfortunately, Yuarur did not present tabulated results for various inlet

mass flow rates so comparisons could not be made for various rh^; all these results

corresponded to ritrn: 40 kglln. Figures 5.18 to 5.23 show the filmthickness and the

heat-transfer-coefficient distributions for the three selected cases. The heat transfer
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coefficient in these plots is calculated as hr., = ,= 
Qi* -. It must be noted that hy,,

(4", -4',',)

used by Yuann was based on the temperature difference, Tin¡-Trr^11, while h.that wilt be

used in the present study uses fin-Zru¿1¡ as the temperature difference.

From these figures it can be seen that the largest differences correspond to the case of Win

:0.4, P¡n:276 kPa, and AT¡n:2.13K(Figures 5.20 and5.21) while in the other2 cases,

the present numerical results agree reasonably well with Yuann. There are several

possible reasons for the differences between the two sets of results.
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Figure 5.18 Dimensionless film thickness comparison with yuann (1993)

for Ptn : 27 6 l<P a, W¡n: 0, and AT¡n : 7 .53 K
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One discrepancy that was found between the present results and Yuann's was that

although the conditions of inlet mass flow rate, inlet temperature, inlet pressure, and the

tube diameter were set to match Yuann's, the calculated value of Rein from the present

model did not always agtee with his. It was found that the present value of Re¡o agreed

closely with Yuann's for cases of pure steam; however, for cases with steam-air mixtures,

Yuann's values of Re¡n were higher than the present values and the discrepancy increased

with increasing Win. The formulae used by Yuann for calculating the mixture properties

are identical to the formulae used in the present study; therefore, differences in the values

of the viscosity of air are the only possible reason for the discrepancy in Re¡n. In order to

ensure that our property values were correct, the viscosity of air used in the present

analysis was compared with the values from lncropera and DeWitt (1996) for

temperatures from 250 K to 600 K and deviations were always less than i o/0.
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Another major difFerence between Yuann's work and the present analysis is that he used

the r-z coordinate system in discretizing the flow domain, while the r¡-X coordinate

system was used in the present work. There are several advantages in using the q-I

coordinate system. In the r-z coordinate system, the number of control volumes in the

f,rlm was increased from one axial station to the next, while in the e-I, afixed number of

control volumes in the film was used at all axial stations. Another advantage in using the

r7-7 cootdinates is that the control-volume faces are orthogonal everywhere in the

domain, while in the r-z coordinate system, the control-volume faces are non-orthogonal

at the interface. Finally, the last advantage that will be mentioned here is that inthe r7-7

coordinate system used in the present model, the spacing between the nodes in the radial

direction remains constant when advancing from one station to the next; however, in the

r-z cootdinate system the spacing is more complicated. In Yuann's thesis, advancing the

mesh from one station to another in the liquid film was clearly explained, while

advancing the mesh in the mixture region from one station to the next was not elaborated

on. There are several complications that arise when using the r-z coordinate system for

this problem that were eliminated when the r7-7 coordinate system was used.

In addition to the above differences between Yuann's approach and the present approach,

there are several other differences that were found between the present analysis and

Yuann's; these differences are listed below:

l. For the z - velocity boundary condition at the centerline, Yuann used, ãu I ôr = 0

while in the present model the p-velocity was set to zero. The radial velocity must
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vanish at the centerline otherwise there will be a mass source or sink at the

centerline.

2. In Yuann's model, the film thickness was calculated from an energy balance

across the entire liquid film while in the present model, the film thickness was

calculated from an energy balance at the interface.

3. Yuann used a completely segregated approach in his solution method while the

present model uses a fully coupled approach.

4. Yuann included an empirical conelation to account for surface waviness at the

interface. The addition of this correlation resulted in a thinner film and a larger

heat transfer coefficient, as seen in Figures 5.18 to 5.23.

The above figures and discussion show that for the most part, the present model agrees

reasonably well with Yuann's results and the discrepancies found are likely due to the

dififerent methods used in the numerical models.
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CIIAPTER 6

LAMINAR FLOW RESULTS

6.1 Introduction

In order to obtain laminar results from the model, the turbulent viscosity was set to zero

and the equations of the turbulence model were not solved. In this chapter, the velocity,

temperature and gas mass fraction profiles will be analyzed as well as the film thickness

and Nusselt number distributions. In addition, the effect of varying the independent

parameters on the film thickness and Nusselt number will be studied. Results were

obtained for steam-air mixtures entering the tube with inlet Reynolds numbers between

500 and 2000, inlet gas mass fractions between 0 and 0.8, inlet pressures from 0.5 atm to

2 atm, and temperature differences from 5 to 20 K. These results have been reported in a

recent publication by Groff et al. (200$.

6.2 Velocity, Temperature and Gas Mass Fraction

The results presented in Figures 6.1 to 6.3 are profiles of dimensionless velocity,

dimensionless temperature, and gas mass fraction at various axial stations along the tube.

The conditions used for these results are an inlet pressure of 1 atm, an inlet Reynolds

number of 1000, a temperature difference of 20 K, and an inlet gas mass fraction of 0.2.

The mixture region corresponds to r7: 0 to i and the liquid film region corresponds to ry

: 1 to 2. From the dimensionless velocity profile in Figure 6.1, it can be observed that as

z* increases to 25, the velocity in the mixture decreases, while the velocity in the liquid

film increases. This trend is due to the transfer of mass from the mixture to the liquid.
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Figure 6.1 Dimensionless velocity profiles

As the mixture loses mass, it loses speed; the liquid film is gaining mass and

accelerating. As z* increases from 25 to 150, the velocity near the centerline increases

while the mixture velocity near the interface continues to decrease. The increase in

centerline velocity will be discussed later. A boundary layer can be seen to form in the

mixture region at the liquid-mixture interface. As z* increases, the boundary layer

thickness increases. Far from the inlet (zx : 150), the condensation process shuts off and

the velocity profile converges to the exact solution for ø..*.

The dimensionless temperature profiles in Figure 6.2 indicate that the temperature

profiles in the liquid region are nearly linear, and that the interface temperature decreases

along the length of the tube, resulting in lower heat transfer across the film. The

Z*= 0.05

Re,n - 1 ,000
P,n = 1 atm
Wrn = 0'2
Áfn=20K

Z*= 5

Ui", z*= 150
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temperature in the mixture region also decreases continuously along the tube. The

mixture temperature Zlq starts at T¡n (T* :1) at z* : 0 and approaches 7l*"¡ (74 : 0) at

z* : I50. The slope at the interface also decreases with increasing z*. At z* : 150, T* x

0 everywhere and the condensation process is shut off.

Figure 6.3 shows the profiles of the gas mass fraction, IZ. Near the inlet (up to z* :0.5),

W : W¡n for the majority of the cross section but increases rapidly rLeff the interface due

to the interface impermeability condition. Along the length of the tube, the gas mass

fraction increases at the centerline and the slope near the interface decreases. Far from

the inlet, at z* : 150, the gas mass fraction profile is fairly flat and is equal to the end of

condensation value of 0.71.

1

q

ç Z*= 0.05

Re,n - 1 ,000

fln=1atm
Win = 0-2
Áfn=20K

Z* = 150
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Figure 6.3 Gas mass fraction profiles

Figure 6.4 shows dimensionless velocity profiles at different z* locations for the case of

Win:0.6,Pin : 1 atm, Re¡n : 1000 and ATin:20K. In this case, the much higher amount

of gas significantly reduces the condensation rate. Comparing the velocity profiles in

Figure 6.4 to the profiles in Figure 6.1 (for an inlet gas mass fraction of 0.2), several

differences can be observed. First, the mixture velocity does not decrease as rapidly in

Figure 6.4 as it did in Figure 6.1. This trend is due to the much lower rate of mass

removal from the mixture for W¡n: 0.6. Second, because the mixture is not losing mass

rapidly, a boundary layer development similar to that for a single phase pipe flow is seen.

This development is seen in the increase in centerline velocity up to approximately

z* : 25, compared to the decrease in centerline velocity up to z* : 25 seen in Figure 6. i.

Finally, in the case of Win : 0.6, the centerline velocity decreases from z* : 25 to
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z* :150, while the centerline velocity increased after z* :25 in the case of W¡n:0.2.

These opposing trends will be discussed in the following section with reference to Figure

6.5.

Figure 6.5 shows the axial variation of the dimensionless centerline velocity for different

inlet gas mass fractions. For the case of pure steam (Win: 0), the centerline velocity

decreases to zero once all the steam has condensed. Under these conditions, flow

reversal occurs for Win < 0.08. For all the other cases (I(n > 0.08), z"* reaches the

analytically predicted end of condensation value at large z* and remains constant. As

noted in the discussion of Figure 6.1, when Win:0.2, u"* decreases due to the high

Rê,n = 1,000

P¡n = 1 atm
Win= 0'6
Âfn=20K/= 0.05
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condensation rate wttil z* * 25 , where it starts increasing. After z* : 25 , the condensation

rate is very small and the increase in u"* is due to the increase in the amount of heavier

gas at the centerline from z* : 25 to z* :50; the W increase at the centerline is seen in

Figure 6.3. Since the total mixture mass is not changing rapidly, the increase in gas mass

fraction near the center line results in a higher centerline velocity. For the case of

Wi¡¡: 0.6, the velocity at the centerline increases untll zx = 20. As mentioned earlier, this

trend is due to hydrodynamic development dominating over the effects of mass removal.

At z* x 20 the centerline velocity starts to decrease. This decrease in the centerline

velocity results from condensation beginning to have an effect in removing mass from the

mixture. This reduction of mixture mass is consistent with the velocity profiles seen in

Figure 6.4. When Vy'in : 0.8, the condensation rate is so low that the hydrodynamic

u"*

Win = 0'6 L u/. : o.B

Win = 0'4

Re'n = 1,000
P,n = 1 atm
Áfn=20K

W,n = 0'08
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development dominates for the entire lengfh of the tube; therefore, the centerline velocity

continues to increase until it reaches the 'end of condensation' where it levels off.

6.3 Film Thickness and Nusselt Number Distributions

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the dimensionless film thickness and the Nusselt number

distributions for an inlet pressure of 1 atm, an inlet Reynolds number of 1,000, a

temperature difference of 20 K, and an inlet gas mass fraction of 0.2. Figure 6.6 shows

how the rate of change in film thiclcress, d6*/dz+, is highest near the inlet and decreases

until the film thickness reaches ü"":0.00655. At this point, the condensationprocess

shuts off and the film thiclcress remains constant with zx. The rate of change in film

thickness is largest near the inlet because the heat transfer rate, and thus the condensation

rate, is largest near the inlet. This trend in the heat transfer rate is confirmed in

Figure 6.7. The Nusselt number is largest at the inlet, and then decreases to zero at the

end ofcondensation.

6.4 The Effect of Re¡n, ATin, Pin and, ll/in

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 examine the effects of changing the inlet-to-wall temperature

difference, ATin, and the inlet gas mass fraction, ffin, on the film thickness and the

Nusselt number. The Reynolds number is 1,000, and the inlet pressure is 1 atm. For

fixed P¡n and ll|n, increasing lfrn corresponds to decreasitrg lruuu.

In Figure 6.8 it can be seen that as ATinincreases, d6*/dz8 increases near the tube inlet for

both values of W¡n. In addition, d6*/dz* also increases with decreasing Win at the
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same ATiy¡. It is expected that a higher AT¡n and lower inlet gas mass fraction will each

result ina greater heat transfer rate. For W¡n:0.01, the condensation rate is high and

flow reversal occurs, so the end of condensation is never reached. When W¡n: 0.0I,

there is also a significant decrease in the tube length at which flow reversal occurs as AT¡n

increases. It is also observed from Figure 6.8 that the film thickness at the end of

condensation increases with increasing AT¡n for both inlet gas mass fraction values.

When W¡n,Rein, and Pin are fixed, there is a fixed amount of vapor mass flow at the inlet.

Therefore, the difference in film thickness is due to a difference in the amount of vapor

condensed. At higher AT¡n the lower wall temperature results in a lower mixture

temperature at the end of condensation. A lower mixture temperature coffesponds to a

decreased amount of vapor in the mixture, and thus more mass in the liquid and a thicker

fitm for higher ATin

The effect of ATin and Wi, on Nusselt number can be seen in Figure 6.9. These results

show that Nu, decreases with increasing ATin; which is consistent with the thicker film

and thus more resistance to heat transfer. A comparison of the curves for Win:0.01 with

the curves for W¡n: 0.2 in Figure 6.9 shows how the presence of air greatly reduces the

heat transfer rate.

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 demonstrate how a change in Re¡n affects the film thickness and

the Nusselt number for steam-aî at Pin: 1 atm, W¡:0.2, and AT¡n:5 K and 20 K.

From Figure 6.10 it can be seen that as the Reynolds number increases, d6*/dz+ increases

near the tube inlet and the film thickness at the end of condensation also increases;
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therefore, alarger Reynolds number results in higher condensation rates. Lr addition, the

length of the pipe required for complete condensation increases with increasing Reynolds

number.

The effect of changing Rein on the heat transfer rate is shown in Figure 6.11 in terms of

Q.{urlRe¡n043) versus z*. The results for the three values of Re¡n (Rein - 500, 1,000, and

2,000) for both values of ATin (AT¡n: 5 and 20 K) are shown in this figure. For each

AT¡n, the results for all three Re¡n values collapse fairly well onto the same curve.

Although this was not an attempt at a correlation, several different exponents for Rein

were tested and 0.43 was selected for the purpose of this graph.
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Figure 6.1 1 Effect of Re¡n and ATn on the local Nusselt number

Finally, the effect of changing P¡n is shown in Figures 6.12 and 6.13 for Rein : 1,000 and

ATin:5 K. Results are shown for three different inlet pressures (Pin : 0.5, 1 and 2 atrn)

and two different inlet gas mass fractions (Win: 0.01 and 0.2). In Figures 6.12 and 6-13,

increasing P¡n at the same IZ¡n causes an increase in the inlet temperatwe. Because the

temperature difference is constant, Twat will increase. In Figure 6.t2,it is seen that for

Win:0-01, increasing the inlet pressure decreases the rate of increase in film thickness,

dõ*/dz*, and shortens the length at which reversal occurs. For Win:0.2, d., d"creases

with increasing inlet pressure. These trends are expected to be primarily related to

changes in the properties. Figure 6.13 shows that Nusselt number decreases near the inlet

for increasing inlet pressures. However, for z* > 0.1, a change in the inlet pressure does

not have much effect on Nusselt number.
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6.5 Summary

Several conclusions can be drawn from the laminar results presented in this chapter. The

presence of gas in the mixture was found to greatly inhibit the heat transfer process. The

film thickness increased when either ATi¡¡ or Re¡', was increased or when Win ot P¡¡ wâs

decreased. The Nusselt number increased with increasing Re¡n or decreasing ATin or W;n.

Beyond z* = 0.1, changing Pin had negligible effect on Nusselt number for the conditions

studied.
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CHAPTER 7

COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENTS

7.1 Introduction

To further validate the numerical model and compare the predictions of different

turbulence models, three experiments were chosen: Goodykoontz and Dorsch (1966),

Siddique (1992), and Kuhn (1995). Several test cases were chosen from each of these

experiments and for each case the program was run using three different turbulence

models. The turbulence models are shown in Table 1 below.

Table 7.1 Turbulence models

Model Mixture Region Liquid Film

I
Pletcher's (1974) Mixing Length
Model

Pletcher's (1974) Mixing Length
Model

2
Jones and Launder (1972)Low
Reynolds Number Æ-s Model

Jones and Launder (1972)Low
Reynolds Number É-¿ Model

aJ
Jones and Launder (I972)Low
Reynolds Number fr-¿ Model

Pletcher's (1974) Mixing Length
Model

From this point on, the models will be referred to by their numbers shown in the left

column of Table 7.1. For each test case chosen from the experiments, heat transfer

coefficient results were obtained for each of the three turbulence models. The results

from all three models were compared with those found in the experiments. In order to

make accurate comparisons, the boundary conditions in the model were set to emulate

those found in the experiments.
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7.2 Comparisons with Goodykoontz and Dorsch (1966)

Goodykoontz and Dorsch (1966) performed experiments for pure steam condensation in

a 15.9-mm diameter vertical tube. They presented 14 test cases with the

following range of conditions:

Rein: 27,000 to 85,000

P¡n: 100 kPa to 400 kPa

AT¡n;5 to 18 K

From these 14 test cases, the following six were chosen for comparisons:

Table7.2 Runs Chosen from Goodykoontz and Dorsch (1966)

Run # Re¡n Pi" (kPa) ATi" (K) xin

3 82,900 243 11.8 0.99

4 90,500 252 12.6 0.99

5 37,600 269 14.8 0.96

o 45,100 307 13.2 0.96

7 64,500 265 16.8 0.97

I 27,800 138 12.5 0.94

In Table 7 .2 above, the parameter xin refers to the inlet quality at z: 0. These six cases

captured the maximum and minimum inlet Rel.nolds numbers as well as four different

Relnolds numbers within these limits. Test runs with inlet superheat were avoided.
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The inlet of the test section used in Goodykoontz and Dorsch's experiments consisted of

a 14.4-cm adiabatic section which allowed the velocity profile to reach a fully developed

profile at z:0 (beginning of cooling). To model these inlet conditions, a fully developed

inlet velocity profile and a fully developed turbulent viscosity profile were used in the

model. These profiles were obtained by running the program for single-phase pipe flow

with the same inlet Relmolds number until a fully developed flow was reached. The

resulting fully developed velocity and turbulent viscosity profiles were then used as the

inlet profiles for the condensation model run.

The wall temperature was set to match the experiments by fitting a polynomial to the

measured wall temperatures and using this polynomial to calculate Ty¿a1y àt each station.

From Table 7.2 above it can be seen that the six test cases chosen from Goodykoon tz and.

Dorsch's experiments each had a quality, xin 1 I, at the inlet of the test section. In the

present model however, the steam was saturated with a quality x: I at the inlet. In order

to make an accurate comparison, the location z : 0 in the model was taken as the point at

which the quality matched that from the inlet conditions of the experiments. The wall

temperature was maintained at the inlet Z*"¡ until this quality was reached at which point

the polynomial was then used to calculate T,,n(z).

Figures 7.I to 7.3 show how the heat transfer coefficients calculated from the model

compare with the values found from the experiments for all three turbulence models.
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From these plots it can be seen that the turbulence model that best predicts Goodykoontz

and Dorsch's results is model 2. It was found that with model 2, 6lyo of the numerical

results were within t 40%o of Goodykoontz and Dorsch's data and 73o/o were within

L 50o/o of their data. This agreement can also be observed in Figures 7.4 to 7.9. These

plots show each run individually with results from all three turbulence models.
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7.2 Comparisons with Siddique (1992)

Siddique (1992) performed experiments for steam condensation with either air or helium

as the non-condensable gas. The inlet conditions corresponded to lower Reynolds

numbers than those used by Goodykoontz and Dorsch (1966), but included cases with

inlet gas mass fractions of up to 35o/o. A total of 52 runs were done with air as the non-

condensable gas. The ranges of inlet parameters were as follows:

ro:2.3 cm

Re¡n: 4,800 to 24,000

Pin: 100 kPa to 500 kPa

Wi":9Yo to 35o/o;

ATi¡,: I to 60 K

The present model was compared with eight different runs from Siddique's experiments.

These eight runs were chosen such that they covered the entire range of parameters. Four

runs were selected at the minimum flow rate and four at the maximum flow rate. At each

flow rate, two runs were selected at the lowest pressure and two at the highest pressure.

In addition, at each pressure level, one run was selected at the lowest gas mass fraction

and one at the highest. The following table summarizes the eight cases chosen for

comparison.
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Table7.3 Runs chosen from Siddique (Ig9Z)

Run # Rein P¡n (kPa) ÁTi^(K) W¡n

1 6,000 107 7.4 0.09

6 7,330 133 28.8 0.33

13 4,840 389 26.2 0.11

17 5,790 475 60.3 0.34

35 17,300 109 0.7 0.11

40 23,700 137 1.8 0.35

47 19,200 386 6.5 0.10

52 23,100 485 15.3 0.35

Siddique's test section included an adiabatic inlet length which resulted in a fully

developed velocity profile at the inlet to the condenser. The wall temperature was not

constant but decreased along the length of the tube. In order to model these conditions, a

fully developed inlet velocity and turbulent viscosity profile were used and apolynomial

was fit to the measured wall temperatures and was used to calculate the wall temperatures

in the model.

Figures 7 .10 to 7.12 show how the heat transfer coefficients predicted by models 1,2 and

3 compare with the experimental results from all eight runs. The turbulence models that

showed the best agreement with the data were models 2 and3. It was found that model3
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was slightly better than model 2 with 64%o of the numerical results falling within + 30%

of siddique's results and 89% were within + 40% of Siddique's data.

Siddique reported that the experimental uncertainty was + L7.3%. In general, the

numerical model predicted Siddique's results better than the results from Goodykoontz

and Dorsch's (1966) experiments. Figures 7 .13 to 7.20 show individual plots for each of

the eight runs. Again, it can be observed that both modeI2 and, model 3 show the best

agreement with the experimental results.
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7.3 Comparisons with Kuhn (1995)

Kuhn (1995) performed experiments for steam condensation in a vertical tube in the

presence of either aft or hydrogen. The inlet Reynolds numbers in these experiments fell

between the large values found in Goodyk oontzand Dorsch's (1966) experiments and the

smaller values found in Siddique's (1992) experiments. The ranges of parameters used in

Kuhn's experiments were:

ro:2.375 cm

Re¡n. 15,000 to 50,000

P'". 100 kPa to 500 kPa

lí/¡n,0 to 40o/o

AT¡n,4 to 40 K

A total of eight runs were selected from the 81 runs performed with steam-air. These

runs were selected to cover the entire range of parameters mentioned above. Four of the

eight runs selected were with pure steam and four were with the largest amount of gas

(W¡n: 40%)- For each of these levels of gas, fwo runs were chosen at the lowest flow

rate (one at the highest P¡n and one at the lowest P¡n) and two at the highest flow rate (one

at the highest P;¡ and one at the lourest Pin). The following table summarizes the eight

runs selected.
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Table 7.4 Runs chosen from Kuhn (1995)

Run # Re¡n P¡. (kPa) aTi^(K) W¡n

1.1-1 36,500 116 4.3 0

1.1-5 32,200 502 17.8 0

1.4-2 18,500 108 5.9 0

1.4-5 15,700 499 12.9 0

3.5-2 48,900 205 13.9 0.38

3.5-5 43,700 493 28.8 0.37

4.5-2 24,500 202 20.7 0.40

4.5-5 23,400 503 36.2 0.38

The test section from Kuhn's apparatus included a 50-cm adiabatic entrance region which

allowed the flow to reach a fully developed velocity profile at z : 0. For this reason, a

fully developed inlet velocity and turbulent viscosity profile were used in the model for

these comparisons. Similar to Goodykoontz and Dorsch and Siddique's experiments, the

wall temperature was set by fitting a polynomial to Kuhn's wall temperature

measurements and using this polynomial to calculate the wall temperature at each station.

From Figures 7.27 to 7.23 it can be seen that both model2 and model 3 show excellent

agreements with Kuhn's results. It was found that with model 2, B6yo of the numerical

results were within l5%o of Kuhn's data and.98o/o were within 30% of Kuhn's results.
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Figure 7.23 Comparison with Kuhn (1995) using model 3

Model 3 also showed excellent agreement with 84% of the numerical results falling

within l5%o of Kuhn's data and 97% falling within 30%o of Kuhn,s data. The

experimental error associated with Kuhn's results was ll.7yo; therefore, the numerical

solution shows agreement that is for the most part, well within the experimental error.

This agreement can also be observed in Figures 7 .24 to 7.31. These plots show all eight

runs individually with all three models. From these plots it can be seen that for the runs

with pure steam, models 1 and 3 produce very similar results. These models both use the

mixing length model in the liquid film but different models in the core. The similar

results suggest that for the case ofpure steam, the model used in the liquid has more of an

affect on the results than the model used in the core. In contrast, for the runs that have
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large amounts of air' models 2 and'3 show similar results. These models both use the k-e

fwo-equation model in the core but different models in the film. This suggests that for

cases with large amounts of air, the turbulence model in the core has more of an effect

than that used in the film. From these plots it can also be seen that the agreement is

much better with Kuhn than it was with both Siddique and Goodykoontz and,Dorsch.

7.4 Errors Associated with Experiments

From the above comparisons it was found that the present numerical results compare

much better with Kuhn's (1995) results than with Siddique (rgg2) and Goodyk oontz and.

Dorsch (1966)' There are several possible reasons for the deviation between the present

model and the experiments including surface waves and the possibility of liquid

entrainment in the core, which were not included in the model. In addition, the method

that was used in determining the heat flux and the heat transfer coefficient in the

experiments could have a large influence on the experimental results.

In all three experiments discussed in the above sections, the local heat transfer coefficient

was calculated as follows:

h- : Q'*^' 

-" Tr, - T*^l

Where øi"u is the local heat flux at the wall, h,

4o i. the saturation temperahre corresponding

is the local heat transfer coefficient and

to the partial pressure of steam which is

(7.r\
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evaluated using the average gas mass fraction across the tube.

flux was calculated from an energy balance on the coolant

following equation:

In this equation, the heat

in the annulus with the

- - 
ù"*c r,"* dTo,"*(z)

f watf Øo dz (7.2)

Where rh"* is the mass flow rate of the coolant, Co,., is the specific heat of the coolant,

and 7i,"* is the local bulk temperature of the coolant.

Goodykoontz and Dorsch (1966), siddique (1992), and Kuhn (1995) all used different

methods to measure the coolant bulk temperafure. The various methods used to

determine the coolant bulk temperature can greatly affect the local heat transfer

coefficient.

Goodykoontz and Dorsch (1966) tried to measure the coolant bulk temperature directly

by inserting thermocouples into the annulus(one thermocouple per axial station) and

using the local temperatures as the coolant bulk temperatures. V/ith this method, large

elTors could result for cases of low coolant Reynolds numbers where large temperature

differences exist across the annulus.

Siddique (L992) used a different approach to

bubbles were inserted into the coolant to

measure the coolant bulk temperature. Air

promote mixing and the coolant bulk
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temperature was then measured by inserting thermocouples into the annulus (one

thermocouple at each axial location). This methord introduced uncertainties in the bulk

temperature measurements due to local fluctuations.

Kuhn (1995) studied the existing techniques used in determining the coolant bulk

temperature and developed a new method. In this method, a numerical approach was

used to determine a relationship between the local coolant bulk temperature, the coolant

flow rate, and the irurer and outer wall temperafures of the annulus. The numerical

solution was developed by first solving the velocity profile in the annulus assuming a

hydro-dynamically fi-rlly developed flow. Next, the temperature profile in the annulus

was solved by assuming a thermally fully developed turbulent flow with a uniform heat

flux at the inner wall' This temperature profile was dependent on both the inner wall

temperature (zø) and the outer wall temperature (z*"). The bulk temperature (26,"*) was

then calculated using the standard definition for their specific annulus geometry and the

specific coolant used (water). This bulk temperature was found to be a function of Zi,i,

fi"o and the mass flow rate of the coolant. The relationship between 25,"* and the

independent variables T*, Z*o and fu"* was tabulated based on their numerical

calculations. During their experiments they installed a thermocouple at both the inner

and outer walls of the annulus at each axial station. From these measurements and the

measured mass flow rate of the cooling water they were able to determine the local bulk

temperature from the tabulated values.

Among the three different methods of measuring the coolant bulk temperature, Kuhn,s
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method appears to be the most accurate. It is interesting to note that the

numerical results agree best with Kuhn's experimental results.

present

7.5 Summary

Table 7.5 below shows a srunmary of how the numerical predictions compare with the

experimental results for all three turbulence models.

Table 7.5 summary of comparisons with Kuhn (1995), siddique (1992), and.
Goodykoontz and Dorsch (19 66)

Model

Kuhn (1995) Siddique (1992)
Goodykoontz
and Dorsch

(1966)
Within
*.15%

Within
! 30%

Within
t 30%

Within
t 40%

Within
t 40%

Wíthin
! 50o/o

1 33o/o 5SVo 45% 70o/o 48o/o 57%

2 86% 9ÙYo 61% 89% 61o/o 73%
3 B4% 97% 64% 89o/o 52% 60o/o

From this table along the with Figures 7.1 to 7.31, it can be seen that the turbulence

model that shows the best agreement with all three experiments is the k-emodel applied

to both the liquid and the mixture regions of the flow (model 2). In addition, the

numerical model showed the best agreement with Kuhn's experimental results with 98%

of the present results falling within + 30yo of Kuhn's data. The larger errors associated

with comparisons made with Siddique and Goodykoontz and.Dorsch's d,ata are likely due

to either surface waves, liquid entrainment in the core, or the method which they used to

determine the coolant bulk temperature and thus the local heat flux.
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CHAPTER. S

TURBULENT F.I,OW COMPUTATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, results are presented for turbulent steam condensation in vertical tubes

both with and without the presence of air. The turbulence model selected for the purpose

of this study was the k-emodel applied to both the mixture core and the liquid film. The

input variables are the inlet Reynolds number, the inlet gas mass fraction, the inlet

pressure, and the inlet temperature difference between the mixture and the tube wall. At

the inlet, the pressure, gas mass fraction, and velocity are all uniform across the tube and

the temperature of the tube wall is maintained constant along its entire length.

Throughout this chapter, the process of turbulent flow condensation will be discussed for

the case of pure steam foilowed by the study of steam condensation in the presence of air.

Detailed results for film thickness, Nusselt number, velocity, mass fraction, pressure,

temperature, and turbulent kinetic energy will be used to discuss these results. Following

this, the effect of each of the input parameters mentioned above will be studied by

examining the distributions of the dimensionless fiim thickness and local Nusselt number.

8.2 Pure Steam

For the case of turbulent pure steam condensation in a vertical tube, the numerical model

was solved using a2-cm diameter tube with the following inlet conditions: Rein:40,000,

Pin: 1 atm and AT¡n:5 K. Figure 8.1 shows the dimensionless velocityprofiles at seven
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different axial locations. The vapor region is from rl : 0 (centerline) to rt: 1 (interface)

and the liquid region is from rl : I to rl :2 (tube wall). At the inlet of the tube, the

velocity profile in the core is uniform while the velocity in the film is zero. As

condensation proceeds along the fube, the core loses mass resulting in a decreased

velocity profile in the core. As the steam condenses, the liquid film gains mass, resulting

in both a thicker and a faster moving film. At z* : 569, flow reversal occurs; however, a

very high percentage of the inlet vapor has already condensed at this location.

The furbulent kinetic energy profiles for the core region are shown in Figure 8.2. The

turbulent kinetic energy is represented by k lul onthe vertical axis and the horizontal

1.2

1

0.8

u* 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.5 1.5

Figure 8.1 Velocity profiles for pure steam
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Figure 8.2 Turbulent kinetic energy profiles for pure steam

axis is the distance y/ro measured from the interface towards the centerline. The

production n ^ pr(y)' in the kinetic energy equation depends on the u-veiocity'\ô, )

profile; when the ø-velocity gradient in the radial direction increases, the production term

increases resulting in an increase in the turbulent kinetic energy. Near the inlet, the

kinetic energy is small across the tube; this is due to the near uniform velocity profile at

this axial location and thus a small production term. As z* increases to 100, the kinetic

energy increases with a maximum occurring near the interface. This increase is due to

the velocity profile changing from uniform to a more fully developed shape thus

increasing the production term. The peak in the turbulent kinetic energyprofile occurring

Re,n - 40,000
P,n = 1 atm

Wrn= o

Af"=56
fo=1cm

Z* = 100

7* :1
Z* -- 0.01 I
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near the interface can be atlributed to the increasing mean velocity gradient as y/ro

approaches zero. After z* : 100, the kinetic energy profile decreases due to the

decreasing velocity in the core. At z* : 569 when the velocity reverses, the kinetic

energy drops to zero, due to very small velocities at this location.

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the dimensionless film thickness and Nusselt number

distributions. In Figure 8.3, the slope of the curve, 9: ,is largest near the inlet due to' dz*'

the high condensation rate and decreases along the tube. This high condensation rate

near the inlet can also be observed in Figure 8.4; the Nusselt number is largest near the

inlet and decreases as z* increases.
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Figure 8.3 Dimensionless film thickness distribution for pure steam
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Figure 8.4 Local Nusselt number distribution for pure steam

8.3 Steam-Air Mixtures

The results of the steam-air run, shown in Figures 8.5 to 8.11, are for a2-cm diameter

tube with Rein : 40,000, Pin : 1 atm, AT¡: 5 K, and Win: 0.1. Figure 8.5 shows the

dimensionless velocity profiles for various axial locations. At the inlet, the profile is

uniform in the mixture region and zero in the liquid. As z* increases to 10, the velocity

profile in the mixture tends to a fully developed profile while the velocity in the liquid

increases due to condensation. Comparing the velocity profiles in Figure 8.5 to those

found in Figure 8.1 for the case of pure steam it can be seen that the centerline velocity in

Figure 8.5 increases from z* :0 to z* :10 whereas the centerline velocity in Figure 8.1

decreased. The reason for this is that as zt increases, a boundary layer develops in the

mixture at the interface with the liquid. As a result, the centerline velocity increases as

0.1 10
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Figure 8.5 Dimensionless velocity profiles for a steam-air mixture

can be seen from Figure 8.5. However, for the case of pure steam, the condensation rate

is large and thus the velocity in the core decreases due to the loss of steam and offsets the

increasing centerline velocity. As z* increases from 10 to 1000 in Figure 8.5, the velocity

in the mixture continues to decrease while the velocity in the liquid increases.

Figure 8.6 shows the gas mass fraction profiles at various z* locations. Near the inlet, the

gas mâss fraction is equal to W¡n across the majority of the core but increases at the

interface due to the impermeability boundary condition. As z* increases and more steam

condenses, Zincreases across the core and at z*: 1000, the gas mass fraction is uniform

and is approximately equal to 0.285.
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Figure 8.6 Gas mass fraction profiles for a steam-air mixture
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the dimensionless pressure P* varies along the length of the tube,

In the present model, there are three components that influence

P*: one is the change in momenfum which for this problem causes Pt to rise, the second

is the wall friction which causes P* to drop, and the third is the force of gravity which is

small relative to the other two components but causes Px to rise. From the definition of

P*, it is known that at the inlet (z* :0) Px will equal zero. It can be seen in Figure 8.7

that shortly after the inlet, at zx : 0.001, P* = -0.5; this drop in P* from z* :0 to 0.001 is

due to the large füctional force near the inlet. As zx increases further, the change in

momenfum becomes more significant relative to the wall friction causing P* to increase.

Near zx : 0.1, the slope of the curve decreases, but remains positive right up to z* :

1000.

Re,n = 49,

P,n = 1 atm

W¡= 0'1
Âf.n=5¡4
fo=1cm

Z" = 750

Z* = 100 Z* = 250

Z* = 0.O1
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Figure 8.7 Dimensionless pressure distribution for a steam-air mixture

Figure 8.8 shows the temperature profiles along the length of the tube. Near the inlet (z*

: 0.01), the mixture temperature is uniform and equal to the inlet temperature and drops

sharply at the interface, while in the liquid region, the profile is nearly linear. Between

z* : 0.01 and 10, the temperature in the mixture remains equal to the inlet temperature

across most of the core region, while the interfacial temperature rises. The interfacial

temperature (Zi"ù is a function of both the pressure (P) and the interfacial gas mass

fraction (Wnù; frn¡ decreases with W¡¡¡1aîd increases with P and thus Px. From Figure 8.7

it can be seen that from z* : 0.01to 10, Px increases significantly resulting in an increase

in the interfacial temperature. Beyond z* : 10, Z¡n¡ decreases continuously. Figure 8.7

shows that the change in P* is not significant beyond z+ : l0 and therefore, Px does not
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Figure 8.8 Dimensionless temperature profiles for a steam-air mixture

have much of an effect on the temperature profile; the decrease in frn, is therefore due to

the increase in W¡n¡. From z* : lQ to z* :1000, the temperature across the entire tube

drops and 7* approaches zero as we approach the end of condensation.

The turbulent kinetic energy profiles in the mixture region are shown in Figure 8.9. Near

the inlet, the kinetic energy is close to zero due to the flat velocity profile across the core.

As z* increases and the velocity profile takes on the shape of a fully developed profile,

the kinetic energy prof,rle increases with its peak value occurring near the interface and

dropping to zero at the interface. V/ith the presence of air, the kinetic energy profile does

not drop back to zero as it did for the case of pure steam. The reason for this is that the

ê¡n = 40,0

Z*=0.01

AIn=5K
W^ = O'1

fln=1atm
fo=1cm

z*=100

z* -1000
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Figure 8'9 Turbulent kinetic energy profiles for a steam-air mixture

velocity profile maintains the shape of a fully developed profile due to the presence of
gas and therefore the kinetic energy will arso maintain its shape.

The dimensionless film thickness and Nusselt number distributions are shown in Figures

8'10 and 8'11' From Figure 8.10 it can be seen that the film thickness increases rapidly

near the inlet due to the large condensation rate and levels off near the end. This trend

can also be observed in Figure 8.1 1; the Nusselt number is large near the inlet and drops

to small values near the end.
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8.4 Effect of Re¡o

Figure 8.12 compares the dimensionless film thickness for three different inlet-Reynolds

numbers. For all three cases shown in this figure, p¡n: I atm, Win: 0.1, AT¡: g K, and

ro : 1 cm- The three curves represent inlet Reynolds numbers of 20,000, 40,000, and

60,000. From these curves it can be seen thatnear the inlet, the film thickness decreases

with increasing Reynolds number. Further along the length of the tube, the film thickness

curves cross and the film thickness decreases with decreasing Re¡o. The final film

thickness at the "end of condensation" does therefore increase with an increase in Re¡,

which is the expected behavior.
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Figure 8.12 Effect of Re¡n on the dimensionless film thickness
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Although the film is thinner near the inlet for the higher Re¡n, the total mass flow rate

across the hlm is larger. For this to occur, the velocity of the film must be significantly

higher for the larger inlet Reynolds numbers. This is shown in Figure 8.13, where the

velocity profile in the liquid film is plotted at z* : 100 for all three cases of Rei,,. From

this figure it can be seen that as Re¡n increases, the liquid velocity increases and the film

thickness decreases (as can be determined from the distance on the horizontal axis, y/ro,

where the velocity is the highest).
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Figure 8.13 Effect of Rein on the velocity profile in the liquid film at z* :100
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The thinner, faster moving film resulting from the higher inlet Reynolds numbers is likely

due to the interfacial shear stress acting on the film. The expected trend is that as the

interfacial shear increases, the velocity in the film increases and the film thickness

decreases. Figure 8.14 shows the axial distribution of the interfacial shear stress for the

three cases of Rein with the same conditions used in Figures 8.12 and 8.13. The results in

Figure 8.14 confirm the significant increase in interfacial shear with Rein.
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Figure 8.14 Effect of Rein on the interfacial shear stress distribution
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Figure 8.15 shows the local Nusselt number for the same three inlet-Reynolds numbers

used in Figures 8.12 to 8.14. These results show that the Nusselt number increases with

increasing Re¡n. The form of Nu, dependence on Re¡n is examined in Figure 8.16 by

plotting (Nu,/Re¡n0's) versus z*. The results for the three values of Re¡n (Rein : 20,000,

40,000, and 60,000) with Pin : I aÛrn, Win: 0.1, AT^:8 K, and to: I cm are shown in

this figure. The results for all three Rein-values collapse fairly well into one curve. This

result gives a starting point for developing an algebraic correlation; however, much more

work is needed to achieve this goal.
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Figure 8.16 Nur/Rein0't vs. z* forvarious Rqn

8.5 Effect of ATin

Figures 8.17 and 8.18 show the effects of both inlet Reynolds number and temperature

difference between the inlet and the wall on film thickness and local Nusselt number.

The independent parameters for the runs shown in these figures are: p;n : 1 atm,

LT¡n:0.l, ro: I cm, ÁTin:5 and 10 K, and Rein:20,000 and 40,000. From Figure g.17

it can be seen that the film thickness increases with increasing lfrn. In addition, the

temperature difference has a greater effect on the film thickness for higher Reynolds

numbers. When comparing the curves for AT¡n:5 and 10 K it can be seen that the curve

for Re¡n :20,000 crosses the curve for Re¡n :40,000 at a lower z* value for ATin: 10 K.

The reason for this is that for ATin: 10 K, the condensation rate is higher near the inlet

and therefore, less distance is required for the steam to fully condense and for the film

thickness curve to level off.
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Figure 8.17 Effect of ÁTinand Re¡n on the dimensionless film thickness
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Figure 8'18 shows the local Nusselt number distribution for these same runs. From this

figure it can be seen that increasing ATinresults in a decrease in the local Nusselt number.

The reason for this is that for the higher ar¡n, thefilm is much thicker resulting in a lower

heat transfer coefficient and thus a lower Nusselt number. It must be pointed out that a

decrease in the heat transfer coefficient does not necessarily mean a decrease in the heat

flux since the heat flux depends on the product of the heat transfer coeffiôient and the

temp erature di fferenc e.

8.6 Effect of llin

Figures 8'19 and 8.20 show the effect of inlet gas mass fraction on film thickness and

Nusselt number. The input parameters for these figures are Re;n : 40,000, pin : 1 atm,

AT : 5 K, ro: 1 cm and ffin: 0,0.05, 0. I and, 0.2. Although the results shown in these

figures are for a maximum gas mass fraction of 20%o, the numerical model is capable of
producing results for gas mass fractions up to 60%o. The dimensionless film thickness

distributions are shown in Figure 8.19. As Winincreases, the filrn thickness decreases and

levels off at lower z* values. For the case of pure steam (W¡n:0), flow reversal occurs at

z* = 580' Figure 8.20 shows the effect of W¡n on the local Nusselt number. From this

figure it can be seen that as Zfin increases, the local Nusselt number decreases.

comparing the case of w¡n = 0 to l\in: 0.2 it can be noted that the Nusselt number and

thus the heat flux atthewall doubles when the air is removed.
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Figure 8.21 and8.22 shaw the effects of both AT¡nand, W¡n oîfilm thickness and Nusselt

number. The inlet parameters are: Re¡n : 40,000, pin : 1 atm, ro: 1 cm, Ví/¡n: 0 and 0.1

and ATin: 5, 10 and 20 K. From Figure 8.2I it can be seen that for the case of ll\n: 0,

flow reversal occurs at lower z* as ATin increases; this is due to the larger condensation

rate for higþet AT¡n. Similar trends as those found in previous figures can be observed

here including an increase in & with increasing ATi,y and d,ecreasing Win. Figare g.22

shows the local Nusselt number dishibution for these same n¡ns. The Nusselt number

was again found to decrease with the addition of air and with increasing lfrn. When

comparing the effects of Win and ATin it can be seen that increa sing lVin from 0 to 0.1 has

a greater effect on the Nusselt number than increas ing arinfrom 5 to 20 K.
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8.7 Effect of 4o

The effect of inlet pressure is shown in Figures 8.23 and, g.24. The inlet Reynolds

number for these figures is 40,000, the radius is 1 cm, and the inlet temperature

difference is 5 K. Two values were used for the inret gas mass fraction (w¡n:O and

Vlin: 0.1) and three values for the inlet pressure (pin : l, 2, and 4 atm). Figure g.23

shows the dimensionless film thickness distributions. Near the inlet, the film thickness

increases with the inlet pressure whereas near the end of the condenser or near flow

reversal, the film thickness decreases with increasing inlet pressure. varying the inlet

pressure also appears to have a greater affect for the case of pure steam. The local

Nusselt number distribution is shown in Figure 8.24. Near the inlet, the Nusselt number

decreases with P¡n' while at larger e* values, the Nusselt number increases with ¿,r.
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The effect of inlet pressure on both film thickness and local Nusselt number is mainly

due to the property changes that occur when varying the pressure. This was proven by

keeping the properties constant and varying the inlet pressure for both the case of pwe

steam (Figures 8.25 and 8.26), and a steam-air mixture (Figures 8.27 and 8.28). Figures

8.25 to 8.28 show the effect of inlet pressure on the dimensionless film thickness and the

local Nusselt number for fixed properties. From these plots it can be seen that when the

properties are held constant, the effect of varying the inlet presswe is negligible on both

the film thickness and the local Nusselt number.
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8.8 Summary

The results presented in Sections 8.2 and 8.3 for the cases of turbulent pure steam and

steam-air mixtures showed similar trends as those found in the lamínar flow results with

the exception of one difference. The velocity profiles in the core resembled a firlly

developed turbulent profile and were therefore flatter than the profiles for laminar flow.

From the parametric studies several trends were observed. The dimensionless film

thickness was found to increase with increasing inlet temperature difference, andlor with

decreasing inlet gas mass fraction. Near the inlet, the film thickness increased with

decreasing Reynolds number while further along the tube the curves crossed and beyond

that, the film thickness was found to increase with increasing Reynolds number. When

2000

100.1
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varying the inlet pressure, the film thickness curves cross. Near the inlet, the film

thickness increases with increasing pressure while further away from the inlet the

opposite trend is found; the film thickness increases with decreasing pressure. The local

Nusselt number was found to increase with decreasing inlet gas mass fraction, with

decreasing inlet temperature difference and with increasing inlet Reynolds number.

When varying the inlet pressure, different trends were observed near the inlet of the tube

and the end of the tube. Near the inlet, the Nusselt number increased with decreasing

pressure while further along the tube, the Nusselt number increased with increasing

pressure.
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CHAPTER 9

CONLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.t Conclusions

A numerical model was developed based on the full set of governing equations for

turbulent condensation of a vapor in a vertical tube in the presence of gas. This model

produces results for both laminar and turbulent flow conditions. For the case of laminar

flow, a fully-coupled approach is used to solve the governing equations; while for the

case of turbulent flow, the turbulent parameters are calculated separately from the

governing equations. A parametric study was completed for the case of laminar flow and

the following trends were observed: The film thickness increased when either ATi¡ or

R€¡n wâs increased or when Wi¡¡ or P¡n was decreased and the Nusselt number increased

with increasing Re¡n or decreasing ÁTin or W¡n

For the case of turbulent flow, the following three turbulence models were employed to

model turbulence in both the core and the film:

o Pletcher's (7974) mixing length model applied to both the core and the film

o Jones and Launder's (1972) low Reynolds number k-emod,el applied to both the

core and the film

o Jones and Launder's (1972) low Reynolds number Æ-¿ model applied to the core

and Pletcher's mixing length model applied to the film
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When using the Jones and Launder low Reynolds number k-e modeL across the liquid

film along with boundary conditions of zero for both k and e atthe wall and the interface,

the turbulent viscosity was dampened across the entire film. These findings are

consistent with previous numerical models (e.g., yuann,1993).

The local heat transfer coefficient results from each of the three turbulence models above

were compared with experimental results of Goodykoontz and Dorsch (1996), Siddique

(T992), and Kuhn (1995). From these comparisons it was concluded that the model that

showed the best agreement with all three experiments was the Jones and Launder low

Relmolds number k-emodel applied to both the core and the film. With this model 73%

of the results were within+ 50/o of Goodykoontz and Dorsch's data, 89%o ofthe results

were within + 40Yo of Siddique's data, and 98o/o of the results were within x. 30%io of

Kuhn's data.

A parametric study was performed for the case of turbulent flow using the k-e model in

both the core and the film. The dimensionless film thickness was found to increase with

increasing ATin andlor with decreasing W¡n. When varying Re¡n, two different trends were

observed; near the inlet, the film thickness increased with decreasing Re¡n and near the

end, the film thickness increased with increasing Re¡n. When varying the inlet pressure,

the film thickness curves crossed. Near the inlet, the film thickness increases with

increasing pressure while further away from the inlet the opposite trend is found; the f,rlm

thickness increases with decreasing pressure. The local Nusselt number was found to

increase with decreasing Win, with decreasing ATin, and with increasing Re¡n. Near the
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inlet, the Nusselt number increased with decreasing P¡n while further along the tube, the

Nusselt number increased with Pin.

9.2 Recommendations

The following recommendations are made for future work:

1. More research should be done in selecting an appropriate turbulence model for the

film. A k-comodel as well as other fr-s models should be employed and compared

with the three turbulence models used in this thesis.

2. Empirical correlations should be added to account for a wavy interface. This would

also require new interfacial boundary conditions.

3. The present model could be extended to model both horizontal and inclined tubes.
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APPBNDIX A

Transformation of Governing Equatio ns, k-eModel

and Boundary Conditions
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A.L Coordinate Transformation

Given the transformation equations:

7:U for z> 0

, : 6(rl -2)+ r. for (r" - á) < r ! ro

,:rt(r,-6) for 0< r<(r,-õ)

(A.t)

( .2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(4.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

In derivative form:

ôr=a, lor z> O

ôr = ffirl for (r" -á)< r tro

ô, : (r" - 6)art for 0 <, <(r. - 6)

If ø = {u,u,Tr,Lt.p1,uy,T*,W\it'spartiat derivatives are transformed as:

ôó_aøaz,ôØôr7ô6
ôz ô7 ôz ôr7 ôõ ôz

_ôú,ôø ô (. ('"-'))aa
- ar- ô,7 a6l'- 6 )ô,

_aø,þ"-r)ôøô6
^1õ7 6" ôry ôf

:q--Qt .z)aø qd, 
for z)0 and (r"-6)s/1roô7 6 ôry ôz'
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ôó _ ôó ôrt

ôr ôr7 ôr

_ôø a (. (a-')l
- ôrt ôrl'- 6 )

:r aø
,

Ò orl

aø 
-ôø 

ôz , aþ ôr7 ô6
ôz ôy ôz ôr7 ô6 ôz

_ôø,ôþa( r la¿-i- 

--'ô7 ôrtô61r,-6)ôt

_õø, r ôþõ6
-..._---------=-ô7 (r. - õ)' ôrt ôZ

:aø-*, 4,?þdr6, for z>oando <r<(r,-6)ôz ' (r" - a\ ôr7 dy'

ôþ _ aó art
ôr ôr7 ôr

ôø ô( " I: 
Uul,3-1

=r aø
,r"-Ò ôrl

for z>0 and (r.-6)111ro (4.8)

(A.e)

for z)0and 0 <r<(r.-6) (4.10)

,4'.2 Normal Mass Flux

Referring to Figure 8.1:

7 :U-!v /L w

7 :Y-e lLe
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r*,n : 6*(rl^ - 2) + r" ]
r",n = 6"Øo -z)+ r. J

r*,n=?"(r"-4)l
r,,n:TnQ" - d") I

In the liquid region, the mass flow rate normal to the north face is:

ù t,n : lP t,o t,^(, " -, *) + p t,,u t.n(r*," - r".^)Þ*,

ffi: 
p\naL,o - pt,,ür,o1,7, -z¡@" 

- 6*) 
for (r" - ä) < r t ro (A.14)

L7

fot (t -õ)<r<r,

for 0< r<(r.-6) (A.13)

for (r" -6)<r <r" (4.16)

(A.r2)

Define the variabla,J' , normal mass flux:

Ji: pra, - prur(q -ù+dy

J'i": p.r* * puut, d6,ry*f forosr<(r"-6) (A.tz)

ú''o td - l) for o < r <(r" - 6) (A.ls)
ø;Ã= 

Pu,naM,* Pu,uu,n7" 
ot-,

ù.,o : lp*,no *,nQ " -, *) * p*,,u*.n(r*,, - r".^)Þ*^

4.3 Governing Equation Transformation

Liquid Continuity Equation

lb,u,)*Ll|o,o,): ooz rar
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!!00,u,)*L?Qr,a,) = oroz ror

L-! vr,,,) - Ø 
r') !þo,u,)P. \ * Qo,a,) = oroT rÒ ory dI rÒÒq

Term 1 of equation (A.22) can be re-written as:

\ lt ø,u,) = L !çr,u) + 2 Ét d6
ròô7 rôI 6 d7

The second term of (4.20) canbe written as:

++Q^u,)#=-**(rpru,(r-ù#).+# (Azt)

Substituting(A.21) into (4.20) and rearranging gives the following:

i+dr",)- **(,o,u,(, - ù#). +#. **d^o,): 0 (Azz)

(A.1e)

(A.20)

(4.23)

Substitute the above equation into (A.22) to get:

**d*,u)+*fir,r,,,)-*+(Qt-z),p,,,)#= @24)

Note that:

*+dtt)=**(rp,arl-j;fin7-z),p,u)ff (A2s)
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Substituting the above into equation (A.24) results in:

L"?f,ur,,,)+ \!0t;):orô ol rÒ ory -'

Liquid Momentum Equation

fi {o,u,u,l. ) }t o ru to rl : ) *(, r,,* 
9t) + p r s

i $v,*,u,) + 
) $t o *,a,) = | *(, r, ". *)+ prI

i fi ø, 
",,,) 

- W # +(, 
p,,,u,) + * fi t r,u,a,)

t a(rpr."rôn,\ ¿p
= ,õ arl 6 ,, )+ 

p's- 
dr

The second term of (4.29) canbe written as:

+ # fi Q r,u,u,) = - * +(, o,u,u,(, - Ð#). *# #

Substituting the above equation into (4.29) gives:

) fi o o *,, ) - * +(, 
p,u,u, (,7 - o #). 

*# 
# . * * (, p,u,a,)

| ô ( ,/tr,"u ôr,.1 dp
= * url== ,, ). Pt+- *

Term 1 in the above equation can be re-written as:

* + d * ru ru t) : ) fi f, o vu ru r). *# #

dP

dz

(A.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(A.2e)

(A.30)

(A.31)

dP

dz
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Substituting into equation (4.31) gives:

4 ! ç ø ru,u r) - : *( r p Lu Lu LØ - ù#). * *d r,u,a,)rÒ or rÒ ory \ -1 
) (rp,.* au,\ dP=*arl u ur).Pß-*

Note that:

\ ! t t tu,) = \ * V o,u,o,) - 4 ! fø - 2þ p,u,u,
rÒ ory rÒ ory rÒ dr¡ "

Substituting into equation (4.33) results in:

\ * t uo,u,u,). \ ! ç¡i,u,) = + +( y++Ll . r,r - {rÒ ol rÒ dr.Ì rò dr! \ ò Ory ) d7

Liquid Energ]¡ Equation

$b,u,r,,,r,) * | fiQ o *,c 
",,r,1 

= i *(, u*. +)

| $Q o*,c,,,r,). i fr Q r,a,c,,,r,l : ) *(, r,.". +)

! * ç 0,",c,,,r,) - þ+ + ! þ p,,,c,,,r,)
rôl'' " " t'þ Ll 16 dlôrl''

. * * d 
"a'c "''r') 

= * +(+ +)

d6
dx

(A.33)

(4.34)

(A..3s)

(8.36)

(A.37)

(4.38)

The second term of (4.38) can be written as:
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-(rt -z) ¿d 3-Çn.u,c,,,r,): -**r(rprutcr,trr(, -ù#)ro at ory 
.*+{t#

Substituting the above equation into (4.38) gives:

lfi {,0','c,,'r,l-*t*(,r,u,c,.,r,(r-ù#).r*tt|.

\ ! Q 0,,,c, .r, \ = + le!ry- g"\
r8 ôr7 \' L L "'rt):,"6 Arl 6 ô, )

(A.3e)

(A.40)

(A.41)

(A.42)

(4.43)

Term 1 in the above equation can be re-written as:

* +þ *'u'c,,,r,) = ) frQ 
o,u,c,,r,). *+[t

Substituting into equation (4.40) gives:

* * d *'u'c,,'r') - * *(, r,u,c,,,r,(r7

_ 1 a(rLr."uar,.\=*url u ur)

-ù#).**dr,a'c,'r,)

dõ
d7

Note that:

* +dt tc,.,r,) : j 
f,Q r,u,c,.,r,) -

I*fø -2)rp,u,c,,,r,ro orl
d6
dy
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* *d *,u'c,,'r,). j fi Vt'i.c,.,r,) = # *(+ +)

Mixture Continuit]¡ Equation

*(o*u,)*!!Qr,,r, ) = ooz ror

1*Qr'"à*1*þ0,o" )= oroz rot

| fi r,, * *) * ffifi{, o *, *)# . ¿ãj;(r p,u *) = o

The second term of (4.47) canbe written as:

d -Ð;þp,u*)# = ¿ -ð{;(,r**, fr) mf
Substituting (4.a8) into (4.47) and rearranging gives the following:

!!Qo*ro,)*--r õ( ¿d\-f*'*,ou*
r ot ,\r:-Aartlrn"u'n *)-Çä4-

¿_Ð+(,p.o*):o

Term 1 of equation (4.a9) can be re-written as:

¿ _d+QQ" - 6)p*,,) : lfr øo*,*) - ffi#

(A.44)

(4.45)

(A.46)

(A.47)

(A.48)

(A.4e)
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Substitute the above equation into (4.a9) to get:

¿ _d+QQ. - 6) p,u *). ¿ _ÐfiQ o*o,) *

¿-õ*('p,','t

Note that:

¿ _Ð+Qt i^) = ¿ _ÐfiQe*, *) *

T ô , ,d6
;E:d ôrt\re"u'n) *

Substituting the above into equation (4.51) results in:

¿ -Ð+ Q Q" - õ) p *u,) * 
4," - u¡r fi w Ð = o

Mixture Momentum Equation

1(o,r*u,)*!!0ruurøau):L*(rr,,",, +tl + p*s -+oz ror rdr\ dr ) dz

lô, ' 1ô/ \
- ^ \rp*uuuw)+ - ^ lrp*u.a*)=roz ror +ì +p*s-+

Õr) dz

i { {, o 
"" *u *) + d _Ð# fi {, o *,,u,) + ¿ _d& (, p *, *r: *)rot ' 

: ¿_Ð*fæy;*^r-#

dõ_=0
d7

(A.s1)

(A.s2)

(A.53)

(4.54)

(A.5s)
ta(
i al'a*''u
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The second term of (4.56) can be written as:

Ë -d# fi {, o *u *u *) = ¿ -Ðj;(, 0,, *u *, #)
p*u*u* d6

T=f dr

Substituting the above equation into (4.56) gives:

i fi v, *.u *) + ¿ -Ðj;(,, *u *u,, #)- i# # .

¿ _Ð+Q p,u *o *) : #*(ffiW)* o, r - #

p*u*u, d6
(r" - 6) a7

(A.s7)

(A..s8)

(A.5e)

(4.60)

Term 1 in the above equation can be re-written as:

¿ _Ð* QQ. - õ) p *u.u *) : | fi V, *u *u.)

Substituting into equation (4.58) gives:

¿ã* Q Q. - 6) p *u *u.) . ;GlÐ *(,, * -"., #).

ft\*(r p*u,a *) = n:Ð *(ffiW)* r*r - #

Note that:

¿ _Ð+ Ql {nu *) = n:Ð fi {, 0,,,,, ) +

| ô , ,d6
;F-A a,tvP*u*u"n)q
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Substituting into equation (4.60) results in:

t_Ð+ QQ" - 6) p *u *u *) . i _õfi {,t t^, *)

I ô(r/t*,,u au"l. dp-;Ç-ùô,ttG:A - )+ 
nus- *

Mixture Energ)¡ Equation

$b,u *c,," & ) * l*Qr"r,c,.*r*l = i *(, 
^ 

". +)
. i *(, ",D "u 

(c,., - c..1# *)

1 * (, o *r.c,,.r*). ! ! (, o *a *c,.*r*) = L !(, A"u 
u& IrÒz' rôr ror\ ô, )

. i *('"rD "u 
(c''' - c 

"'ul# ^)
: * d, * *c.*r*). ;f4ff + þ, -u *c,,r,) +

¿ -d*(, 
p *, *c,,, z" ) = ¿ _Ð+(Æ+)

, r ô (prrD"u(cr,r-cr.,)aw-\-4*5iØtEur'*)

The second term of (4.65) can be written as:

ry d6ôt
;G:d *fiVe.",c,'*r*)=

(4.62)

(A.63)

(A.64)

(4.6s)

¿ _ Ð+(, 
p *u *c,,.r,,ît #)- W# #
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Substituting the above equation into (4.65) gives:

:+dr**c,,*r*).¿-õh(,0*-ç,,*r.ryff)-'"in:f #

d6
d7

(A.68)

(A.6e)

Substituting into equation (4.67) gives:

¿-dj;QQ'-d ,u *c,,*r.). ¿ -Ðfi(' r,' *c,,*r*Q #).
I ôt

;F;A a nVP'a 
*c'." r' ) = ¿ -Ðjoj(ffi+)
| ô (o*ro"u(cp.e-cp,u)aw _\-L--rQ"+-)Ø[E ôrt'")

Note that:

¿ _d*(,t';c^*r*) = ¿ _ÐfiQ o *,.c,,*r*) *

¿-df;('p,u*c.*'*'ù#

)p

¿ -d'Qp-',c,"2il ) = ¿ -Ðf;(Æ+l ro ua

Term 1 in the above equation can be re-written as:

¿ _d+QQ" - 6) p,u *c,,, 4" ) =

L !(rr*r*c r.*T*v 
P¡,'1u¡¡c p.vTv

r ot t )- -n. 4t-
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Substituting into equation (4.69) results in:

¿ _ð+QQ. - 6)p.u*c,,"r" )* ¿ _õ+Qtic,,*r*)

Mixture Mass Diffirsion

lb.u,r)*!!r,o*a,w) =!?( ,o.o". ry)oz ror ror\ or )

! 1 Q o.u *w) * ! ! ? o.o *w) = ! !(, p*n,. ry)roz ror ror\ 0r )

) fi {,, "" *w) * ff-r¡# fi {,, *, *r). ¿ -dfi {, o *o.w )

| ô (rp*D"u ôW\:ft\4Jarylç=ù 
ôq )

The second term of (A.74) canbe written as:

n d6A,
-:L-- +!(rp*u*W)=,(," - a) ay ar7

¿-Ðf;(,p*u*w',7#1tr##

Substituting the above equation into (4.65) gives:

: +d, * *w) * ¿ -Ðf;(, 
p *u*w,, #) tr5 #

¿ - Ð* 
(r p *a *w) = ¿ãf;(t# #)

(4.72)

(A.73)

(^.74)

(A.7s)

(A.76)
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Term I in the above equation can be re-written as:

^ \'\'ool!UQ. - õ)p*u*w)=*u *w) = ! * Q r ru *w) - Pr*u rY* drõ
(A.77)rôt (,"r"-6) d7

1

;G=Ð

Substituting into equation (A.76) gives:

¿ _Ð+QQ. - õ)p,u,w). ¿ _õfi(, o*,*r, #).
¿ _Ð* Q p *o *w) : fi-u¡fj(tr# #)

Note that:

¿ _d* Q4w) = ¿ _dfi Qn.o *w) *

¿-Ð*Qo*'.w'ù#

Substituting into equation (4.78) results in:

¿ _Ð+QQ. - õ)p*u,w). ¿ _õfir,',t t

1 A (rp*D,u ôut\-;F;fiô,tlç=ù 
att )

(,{.78)

(A.7e)

(4.80)

4.4 k-e Equation Transformation

Liquid Kinetic Energl¿ Equation

)$t r*,k,)*)$t r",k,)::*1,(r,. +)*.1. o. - p,s, - D, (A 81)
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Where, O-OL(+)

And,,DL=t^(+)'

*b,u,t,) - Ø 
r') I !Qr,u,k,) + 4 !Qr,u,k,) =ol rÒ dI dq rò ôr7

*+l{,; *)+l. o, - Pfr - Dr

where c, = pill*t1'
LÒ o4' l

And DL =ro,(+uF)'
[¿ oTl )

prurk, d6

(4.82)

(4.83)

(A.84)

(A.85)

(4.86)

(4.87)

(4.88)

Term 2 of Equation (4.84) can be re-written as:

w#fiv0"'o')=*+Qr-' d7
,u,k.+l-dr))p

Substitute Equation (4.87) into Equation (4.84):

fi {r,,,0,) - * *(,ø - 2) p,u,k, #). 
** 

# .

* fi t"'u'k,) : * *l;(o' . *)*l* G' - p,€, - D,,

In order to define the velocity, a in terms of the mass flux, use the following:
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Substitute Equation (4.89) into Equation (4.88)

fi{r,,,t,) * u* #. *+þr rk,) =

*+ltl,..*)+1.o, -PrE,-D, 
(Aeo)

Term 2 of Equation (4.90) can be re-written as:

** 
# = * * d 6p'u'k') - fi b 

"'r")

substituting Equation (4.91) into Equarion (4.90) resulrs in the following:

\ * Vø,u,k,) + 1 !þt,,, k,) =ro ol 
'u 

ro'u L ( Lr'.1a¿. I (A'g2)

--l -t u. +-l- l+G. -pft-Dr16ôr1Lá['" oo)ôry] -'rL

Mixture Kinetic Energy Equation

lltr*.nÆ")* iltr*0,Æ") =i*1,(r".*)+] 
,Ae3)

tG*-pu€u-Du

(A..e1)

'Where, Gw:ll'^,(+)t
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And, DM :2p*(@)'
[d" )

fi re., * r, *). ffi # * ç, 
"u 

*k *). ¿ -õfi {, o*, * k,) :

(A.es)

(A.e6)

(4.e7)

(A.e8)

(A.ee)

(r, - a) d7

In order to define the '¿elocity, u in terms of the mass flux, use the following:

iã+l*r?* *)+l. o" - Pusu - Du

whereGu: rrl#Ð+l'

AndDM:ro-(#+)'

Term 2 of Eqn (4.96) can be re-written as:

: *d# fi {, o *,.É" ) : ¿ -df;(,,7 
p *u *r, " 

t*) -
pru.k* d6

Substitute Equation (4.99) into Equation (4.96):

!bru.to,)*. t ô( ¿d\
ot ,1r3¡ ar7lrnn"u"tc" o, )-
P,'""|Y oru * , 1 

;i !1ro*r*kr): (A.1oo)(r. - 6) Q ,(ro - 6) ôry 
\ ' rvr rv¡ rvr '/

¿ -õ;;l;o?" . +)+l. o" - Pusu - Du
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¿ _õ+Q¡';ot,) = ¿ u)fi {, r*u *k" ) *

t ô( ¿d_ I
,?. Å a,?lrPuu"ry oro" )

Substitute Equation (4.101) into Equarion (4.100)

fi{o*",*") - ff*#. 4^ -)fi{,tkn*) 
=

t *3[- _ (o**dlþ1.o"
4\ i) ôît¡q'" - a¡ [P 6r ) or] l

Liquid Dissipation Rate Equation

) $ ø, *,,,¡ * ) $ Q e ru r€ r) = : *1,(r, . *)*]
+cnfï",-c",.f,p,**t,

Term 2 of Equation (,A..102) can be re-written as:

tr*#= -Ab fiK," - 
6) p*u*k.) +

!b*r.t *)oI

(4.103)

Substituting Equation (,{.103) into Equation (4.102) results in the following:

¿ _õ+ (, ?" - õ) p*u *k,). ¿ u)fi {,t,Jr,*) =

¿-õ+l*?'. *)+J.o- - pu€,¡ - D¡¡ (4 104)

(A.101)

(A..102)

- Pusu - D¡,t
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| *Q 0,,,e,) - þ+ + *Qo,u,", ) * 19 (, p,u,e,) =r ol rÒ dI Òry rö ôr7

* *l{" . *)+f*' "'' fc' - c 
"' 

r'P' { * u' 
(A 108)

tfnWhere- (h: ttil -vvrrçrç' 
-- Otl ô, )

tr _,t,tL(t!r\,LL-L- pr lôr, )
.f, =1, fz =l- 0.3¿-R""

L4
Þ 2- tuL
r.L,, -- z V,€r vt
C", =l-55, C,, =2.0

where G, = pil ++-1'
LÒOryJ

And E. :2/"/'L ( -!t\'' pr6' I art' )

(4.106)

(A.107)

(A.10e)

(A.1 10)

Term 2 of Equation (4.110) can be re-written as:

ry#fi{,0,u,",): *L*(,ø-2)p,u,e,#) **# (A 111)

Substitute Equation (4.111) inro Equation (4.108):
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! !Qr,r,s,) - \ !(,ø - z)p,u,e,$l -,- 
p'u-'s' d,6 

+rol rÒory\ q) Ò dl

*fit o'u'€'): **l;(o'.*)+l*c",r,fc'- (ALL')

2

Pr-frC,rT* Er
KL

ln order to define the velocity, o in terms of the mass flux, use the following:

|fit*t,'):*+Qp'u',') *+(rQ.-2)p'u"'#) (4 113)

Substitute Equation (A.. 1 i 3) into Equation (A.. I 12)

!!Qo,r,_¿,)+ p,uoe' dõ * \!Qti",)=, ôl' 6 d7 16 ôr7

Term 2 of Equation (A.Il4) canbe re-written as:

p'u oe' d.6 
= f- 3- 

Q 6p ru re r¡ - L ! V r rur€ r)õ dX 16ô7 rôt'
(A.115)

Substituting Equation (4.1 15) into Equation (4.1 14) results in the following:

\ !f, uorut€ t). + + Qlie,) =
rÒ ol rÒ oryL

, (A.116)

* #l;(o' . +)#l* c 
"' 
r' ïo' - P'c " r' * . u'
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Mixture Dissipation Rate Equation

lô, ,, 1

) ¿d e -"0, "" ) + 
| fido*."', ) : :*1,(r"

+ cn.f,*o* -c"r.f,p*** t,

Whe re, Gu: ,r(+)

B:2tt*þ!"(lfu\'
Pt lô" )

f, :1, f, :1- 0.3e-R""
,4

nz.KuñM,, = ----T--7,
€u vu

C", :1..55, C", = 2.0

ifit r*."u' )- d -Ð#fi{,,*,,", )+

¿ _d* Q p,, *",) = 
A:r)- *lr¿@

+ cnf 
ffo* - 

p,c",f,** u.

where Gu=rr[65 W]'

And ¿M - 2P*P!" (u'"*\'
o,þ"uYlrf )

.4tì9e,-lo")ôr )

.*)+l

(A.117)

(4.118)

(A.1 1e)

(A.120)

(4.r21)

(4.t22)

Term 2 of Equation (A.L22) can be re-written as:
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Ë -Ð# fi {, o *,,¿" ) = ¿ _Ð*(,, o*u * 
" " #)-

p*ure* d6

Substitute Equation (A.123) into Equation (4.120):

!!Qo*ro,r,)-- 1 ô( ,,."^,!!\-r Òr ' ' 4\ 4) *lrnn"u""" ¿, )-
p*ure.d6*_1 ô, \

(r" - 6) d7 ,?. a) ôrt\rP*u*e*)= (A'124)

¿ - õ+l*o?" . +)+f* " ̂  
r, * o* - c 

", r, P* * * u *

(r"-a\ d7

Term 2 of Equation (4.126) can be re-wriften as:

In order to define the'i'elocity, u in terms of the mass flux, use the following:

I ôt,, r 1 ôt
4r. -) "r(rJ'ioe*) 

= r?: ÐfiQz"' )+

r ô( ¿a I
4r.4) ôrtlrPuuv? or", )

Substitute Equation (A.I25) into Equation (4.124)

! *Q rr"or á, ) - P,"u'u=Y o,u

rôl' (r"-6) d7 ,(ro-õ)ôry \ rvr rvrl

r ôl , (r...¿rlqg*].
r(ro-6) ôrtl("" -ä)['" - % ) ô, )-

c 
"r.f, ? G* - c,r.frp, { * u *KM - 

ldM

(A.r23)

(4.12s)

(A.126)
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tr# # = - ;3*Oo" - 6) p*u*e*) +

!!Qo,uo,á" 
)roz

(4.127)

(A.tze)

(A.130)

(A.131)

substituting Equation (A.lz7) into Equation (A.126) results in the following:

¿ã+Q?" - 6) p,u*e,). ¿ u)f,@{^"*) =

¿-d*l¿:r(^.*)^*] (A128)

+c,,ffc*-c,ro**

4.5 Boundary Condition Transformation

TubeV/all(n=2\

. tlr =0

. Ji:o
o T, = T*utt

Center Line ln : 0 )\, _/

ôu..o t* -0
ôr

I ôu..
_ ivr _n
(r,-d) ôry -"

õu..rvr _ fì
-vôrt
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" Jk=0

" 
ôT- 

=o
ôr

lôTM^
-vr"-õ ôq

ôTu 
=0

ôr7

AW. __0
ôr

tôw
_ lì

ç;Ð a,? -'

ôW _ tì

ôrt

Liquid-Mixture Interface (rl =l)

. UL:UM

ôu, Au^,
' þt-,rtt ^ 

: þu."tt -=:or or

Itu"r ôur _ ltusn fuu
õ ô,, - G=Ð ô,1

' Ji=Jk

n Tr - Tu : T*tgt,

. JJr - puD,na! :g
Or

J,:"W - fuD,n, 
ôW 

= 0rvr 
(r" - 6) ôr7

(A.133)

(A.134)

(A.135)

(A.136)

(A.137)

(A.138)

(4.13e)
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o 4'*+=h,",,þ-Jih,,

4,"o ôT, : Lr,"u ôT* _ ft, L
6 ôr7 (r, - 6) ar7 u M"rs (A.141)

Overall Conservation of Mass

" [;-' e*u.rdr * [))_oo,urr¿, =#

[]o.u,n*Q. - a)' ar: + 
l,' 

p,u,õ(õø -2)+ r"þ, = # (A.t42)

t96



z

I

+ r

rw,": ryn( ro-ãr)

6,

1l

Zrìr: /w
ze: Ie

Figure 4.1 Flows at the north face
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8.1 Discretized Equations in the Liquid Region

o{lrJr,r r arJ,ur,p

where,

arti.s : -I

+ atjoJr,, + a{or6r = b¡,, (8.1)

(8.2)

(B 3)

CB.4)

(B.s)

(8.6)

aî,s =-(*tr + d:)Ji-,, -n(a;(r;, -z)+ r.)
þ! pt,,."uar

6içt" -rtr)

a{s = -ui,,

aïuB = +n(d; (ry, - 2) * r"Þ! pr,"ri., a1r* (n¡¿p + d:\ri,r- (ot - o:þi.,

+ z,r(a; (r7,- 2)* ,")#a-s!4' v/6íVl*-rtr)

a{p : ui,^

-z)*r")ffi

+ afiP, = bi* (8.7)

(8.8)

(B.e)

(8.10)
+zn(a;(r7,

otr =zrþ, + 6:(ry, -z)bry,pr,"6!

a{¡ = +L

a{,u, = +rþ, +26:(ry, -2)bry,p,,"ri.,

b{,.r = +nþ, +26:(ry, -z)þ;rryrpr,"uL,,
+ 2ø(6," (rt 

" 
- z) * r"Þ * Arl, pL,wu L,*

Liquid Momentum Equation

aI"su r," + a{"J r,, + al,',,'ru r,r + a{o J r,, + afu*u r,* + ail, 6,

where:

T99

(8.11)



aTN =brr - o:\ri,, - zn(a; (r,,^ - z) + r")## (8.12)

(8.13)

(8.14)

L7

\4p

'rL2

\7

L,s,eff

T

,^
,4p

'4
t4

'ri-.r'

gLl

\ry,

froþ

.ui

,,p8

oÂ,

2m

L,C'

)
L,P

)t o
P,

),,

)o

ro)

ro

r-

=-l'tl,

)+ r,

:)+ r

")*,
ôut

ôn

2)

-2)

-2)

rôA,I

P

lP

lP

çt,

Qt

Qt

?6,

?õ,

''Ft

õ

,(
,,ol

',nl

r\2

"þ
"þ
ftr

4:

2

2

2

ail, =

+

+

õ!þ7,

'.6i(4,
,,õiQ7,

Ft,n,et

õ;'

^ lotut.l
url,6;'

alB = zft(a; (q, - 2) * r.þi nr1, q

bï,, = +nþd; (ry, -z)* r.þi pr,"ui,,' Lrt,

+ zn(d; (r/, - z) * r,þ ! p,,"ui,,' Lq *

+ zn(6 * (rt, - z) * roÞ * pr,*u r,*' Lrl,

+ri.,uL,-ri,",i.".ryw!tyl:,^ (B.ls)

h1,", 
" 
- 2 o('t' - 2Þ i' P''' s Lry p Lz

+ z øþa ; (r7, - 2) * r"þ ; e;' *7, ry

Liquid Energl¿ Equation

olsJ'" + aflTr," + a[rur,, + a{oJr,, +

ofrTr,, + a[*Tr,* + a[6r6, = b[,, 
(B' 16)

where,

aÏs: -Cr,t,"Tl,,, (8.i7)

(8.18)

(8.1e)

ol" =-c",r,,(R^s^s + oíh., -zr(d;(r1, -z)+ r")
þ{ 4-,,,"u|t

o|i, = z r(a; (r7, - z) * r,þ! p,,"C,,,,"Ti,, L,7,
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ol* :zn(a;(r7, -z)* r"þ: or,"rr.r,"Tf,,Lrt,

ol* = Cr,t,,TJ,^

oî, : zo(a;(rl, -2)* r"Þ! pr,"cr,r,"ui,rv4, t cp.r,n(Rlr" + di\li.,

- c",,,,(R.sr - o:þi,,+zr(d;(r;,-z)* r")ffi
+zn(a;(r1, -z)+ r")

þ{ 4-.,,"uLr
6{6=,tJ

offi : c",,," (RÀn, - o:)ri., - zr(a;(r;, - z) * ,.)ffi

ol-!, = +nþd;(r7, -2)* ro)pr."Cr,r,"Tl,rui,,Lr7, +

_ 2 t¿r".Lr,,.u, Ail ôTrl"---4-- url,

b{.,, : + nþ d; (r7 - - 2) * r"þ i p r,.c r.r,"Tl,rui,, L4,
+ zr(a; (r7, - z) * ,.þï pr,"C ,,r*T[.rri,rVe,
+ zn(diØ, - z) * ,"þi, pr,*C ,,r,*Tl,*ui,* Aî1,

+ Cr,t,,4,,rT:,^ - C",r,,/i,.41.

* 2tr"4.^,"u\r }Ll" _ z*"4-,,,"u Lz ôTrl"
á'"" aryl, 4 artl"

8.2 Discretized Equations in the Mixture Region

Mixture Continuiti¡ Equation

a{,l,J *,, i a{,î,puu,, + a{l.rJ *,, + atfr6* : bl,,

where,

a{ls = -l

Zm,\,,,"ua7 ôTrl"

-j{-- ô,1"

(8.20)

@.2t)

(8.22)

(8.23)

@.24)

(8.2s)

(8.26)
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ü'nï,p : zoþ. - 6!)' pr,"r/rnq,

a{1,, = +L

a',f¡ = -ao\" - õ ! )e *,"uir.r\, Le,

b{4, -Boþ" - 6!Þi p*,"ri",r4ru4, t-2r(r, - õ*), p*,*uu*Tpv1p

Mixture Momentum Equation

ai,i.suu,s + afl,"J*., * aTl,puu* + aff,rJ*,, +

al,T,*uu,N + aff*õ, + a;f*f, = bir,,

where,

uJô
QM,s = -uM,,

aî,ï,p = +"þ, - 6!l p*,"uio,p4rLur* (R¡¿p * oïþi^,r- (^t - oJ Þ,i,,

r- 2 mt 
n lt u.n -(#+)* . 2 7r 4, þ u.,. "n(f ¡)*

uloavP = uM'

ail,u :(ruør - o:V:^,, - Zmtnffi

aîi.r: -Bftrypvrypç" - õ!)p*,"ri".r'

+ 4nr7rp*."gJr7rL7(r,- 4) - orr#l"trLr¡rJ7e. - õi)

aff,p = 2oþ. - 6i)' rlrnryrl1

@.32)

(8.33)

(8.28)

(8.2e)

(8.30)

(8.31)

(8.34)

(8.3s)

(8.36)

(8.37)

(8.38)
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bk,, : znryp\rypþ" - õll p*."u0,r,.aí,,.

- S ml r L rl r pr,"r *,r"' Q. - d :)d ;
+ 2rr7*Lr7*(r. - 6*)' p*.*u.,*'

* 2r4p p*."gLr1 rA7@"' - õ;' )

- 4ftry,6;#li,or,orr,. - u;t

+ Jft*ur.no - /i,,rzio,,

Mixture Enersli Equation

oTísJ *," + oltsrr,, + aff W,

off.rT*., + affiW,

* a'^T*u*, + affoJr,, +

+ aff.*T** + affrw* + aff,r6,

(8.40)

where

al,l,s: -Ç,r,.7,'.i,,

affs =-c",",, (nss + oí Þ,i,, - zry,W
-t2ru"p*.,D,,"u(gr,, - rr,¡orffl. t-* + d:)

tT
= DM,P

(8.41)

(8.42)

(8.43)

(8.44)

(8.4s)

TW
Qu,s

a',,ï,, = z"Q" - 6!l p.,"cr,r,"Tir,r4rUrl,
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af,, = z"þ" - 6!Y p*,"Cr,u,"ul",r4pa1, * Cp.u.o@" * oïþnr.,

- c",*,. (nsP - o{ )ti,., + 2nrt n W + 2mt, W
- 2ortnp*,nD,."u(c,," - c",,)"orff1",^(*, * oi)

-2nrynp*,,D,,"u(c,,,- c",,I orff!,^(* - *i)

nw - "* Þle*,"D"."-(cr,r-cr,)#x
'M,N=-¿ftrynffi

aT,!,, = -g oþ" - 6!)pr,"C r.r,"T å,ru1",r4, L4,

(8.47)

(8.4e)

(8.s0)

(8.51)
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b1.,, = -ao\, - aíÞI"pr,"Cr,r,.Tå,ruir,r4rLr,

+ zo(r, - 6!l p.."C r,*,"T|,rui",r4, L4 
"

+ z n(r" - 6 i,l p*1*C r,..*Tfo,*ui",*4, L4,
+ C 

",*,,J 
ir,rff,n - C",r,,/i0,.7,ü,.

- znrTnp*,nD","u(c ,." - c,,,)^Lr#li^rf"

* 2n4"p*,,D,,"u(r r., -, ^ \ ntôWl" r-"ve,v rsarjrl,ru,s

tW
= DM,P

(8.52)

(8.53)

(8.s4)

(8.5s)

(8.56)

(8.s7)

(8.s8)

(8.5e)

Mixture Mass Diffusion Equation

ol{rJ.,, + aff"4 + affiu*,, + affrJ*,, + affiW* + affi6,

where

al{s: -W,o

oW =-(^tt + ay )J:^,, - Zørys
þ( p*,"D,"u|r

Qt, -rt,)

o{,[* = zoþ. - a!)' e*,Jr|zp\lp

al{¡ =Wi

offi = z"þ. - 6!l p.,"uio,,Ttpl4p* (A¡/p + d()J:,^,r- (*r - oy!ri'"

+2nr;nt+fÐ-.+2rr7, þ( p*,,D,,"uar
--6;-ryJ-

o{n!, : -soþ" - õ!)p *,"ri".rT, Lrt,
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b#,, : -aoþ" - a!Þ; p*,"ufi.rWf r1ra,r¡,

+zrþ" - 6!)' pr,"uir,rw|rtrLrtp (8.60)

+ Zn(r. - á- )' p u,*u *,wWwrl, LU, + J i..rwf - J io,"WJ
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C.l Discretized KinetÍc Energy Equation

Liquid kinetic enerev equation

l¡k t kk t kk t tkar,sKt,s f 4r-,NÆL,r.¡ t a r,p Kt,p : DL,P

I øi"l

afs :--r,,. (Rss + d:)- 2rL7p! (d,(ry, - 2) *'" ) 
[:;.,- ? i .' o/ 6r(u, -Tr)

al,* :-r,." (A^ / - *Ð - zn,yp! (6r(rt^ - 2) * ,.r(:";,,. î) .
dpt?r.{ -'tJ-

ol, = zfttqr(õ"(rl, -2)+ r")õ"p\"ur,"+ -rr,. (Rltrr + o!)- lr."(nsr - a!)+

(o,^*ùl fp.. *al
2 A7 p ! @, (r7, - z) + r")# + 2 Áy B ! (6, (ry, - z) * r.)ffi

( -z.s I
"*[ c *:y ro )n',,' 

t'i.,'

l0 ¡,tr,, e r,rþ+ Rei/ 50f

+2ki,".r[r*-fu)

. 0.l8rL7rrtr(6r(rt, -z)* r")6rpr.r'k¿., _.. ( -2.5 I- ttL, 
-tp[r 

+ Rd/so]

o .tB r\Arl, (6, (ry, - 2) + r")6, p r,rz

FL,,

(c.1)

(c.2)

(c.3)

(c.4)
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bÍ-., : 2 rn r7 (6 * (rt, - z) * ro)6 * p r,*u r.* k r,w + 2 rLpA, r7 (6, (ry, - Z) *, 
"þ, G n +

0.ßnnzt rt, (6, (rt, - z) + r")6, p r,r' ki,*

PL,,

Mixture kinetic energv equation

off,k*,"+ off,*k ,* + aff,rk*," : bf",,

( _ 't< \*{*ft)e''"r'i'"
@

( t s_ì
+2ki., *r[,..ÐrJ

(c.s)

(c.6)

(c.7)

(c.8)

P..r*&
ak

Qt* -rtr)

+ ø.-)

":)

(,
t

aff,s:--rr,,(Rs^S +

+ 4trA,7r7rp*.,

":)-

.['-

2øL

M,

A¡/¡/

lIpþ

Lryp

(^

r/

/"," (

4nL

kk
0M,N =

+ 4p

rlp
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a#,, : 2rL r7 ¡7, (r, - õ 
")' 

p*,"un," + /",, (R À/P + o!) - 4,,þsr - "¡ )*

zt\zþlq,

wffil["ÆJo* - "r i. [' 
- rÆ)*". "*,]

( -z.s L.^,*P[ 
I + R"t/ so )PM'P- 

kí.'

ffi
/ r._l+2kfl.,*r[*.;prJ

0.l8r!7\;¡r4r|, - 6r)' pr.r'

0.18 rLl\^r7 *4, (ro - 6 r)' p r*' ki**

Iti",,

C.l Discretized Dissipation Rate Equation

Liquid dissipation equation

aT.rlr.s + af'*er." + a"[ rer." = bi.,

þi¡,,

, 0.l8nl,y\ltrryr?u_-6fu*,J_ki^t"*ol -r,t I- ltil, "^P[1+ Rd"/soj

b!".,, :2tr\.qrr7r(r" - 6*)' p*,*uw,ku* + 2r\,l\,qrrlr(ro - 6r)'G.,,

(c.e)

(c.10)

(c.1 1)

( -z.s I*t[*n#r 
)n*'"t'i^'"ffi

( -t< I
+Zkfl.r*n[,. 

n+"tsoJ

2t0



oî¡ = zftLîtpÏ@"(rt, - 2)+ ,,þ"pr,,ur,"l+ Jr," (rurr + cr; )

["*[,.#,))"0',',,,
ao¡t,,",,[iÇ(r + neit so]

-' .[*'[*."rr)) *0,-*",',

, Q.6 rLyLrT r(6 r(rt, - 2) * ro)õ, pr,r''' C 
",

^lpL,,

[,, 
- o, *o(- R"i'))[l' 

{;ä)"*]

(r',*ù)
aîs:-.rr,.þss *oí)-2rLxp{(6,(ry,-z)*r,)ffi (c.13)

(c.12)

(c.t4)

2tl



[*'h#fu)) ki"p"

(1 - o 3expr-*"1'i[, r",.r[ffi))"'ft -

Mixture dissipation equation

alï'€*'+ øff,*er,* + aff,re*,, = bí",,

bí,, : 2nLq, (6 * (rt, - 2) * roÞ * pr,*uL,w áL,w

0.6 nLt\rt, (6, (q, - 2) + r.)6, p r,r' ei,, C 
",,E

4opr,r.Ë¿, (t + Rei/sof

'.["-'[-uJfu))"*onR"r')

(c.15)

2t2



aff,p = znnrTrlrTr(r" - ã")' p*."u.r,. ]*./",, (Rffr + a;)- 4,,(nsr - o; )*

(o*'*4Ll
2 rA,7 p I r7,t'--+J - 2 À,7 p ! r7,

VIN -Tp )

('"'.*)

Qt, -rt")

. 0.6nL7Lr7r1,(ro - ãr)' p*.n'C,,
It

1lFu,e

. 0.6rA,7\,qrTr(ro - õr)' p*.nt't C,,

^lpi,*

[,, - 0., 
"*01- 

ne;' l[r., {;ä)"*]L

aff ,s 
:--r",, þss + d:) - 2,tLzþJ ry,

[r",,* *)
þt, -rt")

lrr.,*ù
oÊ

(c.16)

(c.r7)

(c.18)all,N :;"," (ruør - ":) - 
2rL7pfr7,

þt* -rt,)

aop*,"{ii*ft + nei,lso}

2t3



bí",, :ZtrLq*r1r(ro - 6*)' p*,*uu,w€u,w -

*0.6trA,Id,rlrrl*(r, - õr)z p*,rz ein.rC,, ,--- r,
I ltv,y

(1 - o 3exp(-*"il')[r'"*['ä))' ffi -

( ( -2.s ll .,
[*P[r. R4/soJJ 

ku'P- Pu'P

ao¡t*r^pi*(r + ne[lsof

' 
.[*'("#"))" "*or-*"i,' r

It*¡ir,,
l#1,1.

+4ùr1rLlr1,
Pu¡(ro - 6*)'

(c.1e)

0.6r\7Lr7rr7r(r"

2t4
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D.L Boundary Conditions at the Tube Wall (r7:2)

Liquid Boundar.y Continuit)¡ Equation

' JL=O

Jt,, =o

o{lsJr,, + a{lrur,, + a{rJr,, + a{lr6r = b{,,

where, a{j¡ =I

a'Js = a{l¡ = o{-1, : b{., :0

Liquid Boundary Momentum Equation

. ,L:0

ut,p =0

aï,sur,r+ a{"Jr.r+ a[rur,, + a{,rJr.,

+ al"*ur.* + ailrõ, + a{rP, = b;,,

[D.1]

lD.2l

[D.3]

[D.4]

[D.5]

[D.6]

[D.7]

[D.8]

[D.e]

[D.10]

where, oi¡:l

uu Ll uI
aL,S=ãt,S=at,p

uu u6 uD:oL,N:al-,p=aí,p =bÏ,r=0

Liquid Boundar)¡ Enersl/ Equation

o Tr = 4u"tt

ft: _TrL,P - lwall

oljsJr,r+ aflTr,r+ a[rur,, + a!,Jr., +

o\rT,, + ofl*4.* + af]rar tT
= DL.P

2t6



where, ol, =1

tT
DL,P : l*all

TJ TT Tu TJ TT f6aL,s: aL,s: aL,P = aLÌ :aL,N = al,p = u

D.2 Boundary Conditions at the Center Line (r7:0):

Mixture Boundary Continuity Equation

" Jk:o

/*,, : o

o'r,|.,"J*,"+ a{i,ru*,, + a'j,rJr,, + a'f*6, =b1,,

where, atl.,, =l

a!1,, = a{i,, : attï,p : b{",, = 0

Mixture Boundary Momentum Equation

ôu..lvt _ lt

ôr7

uu,N =uM,P

düru",, + a(,rJ*,r+ aff,*u*,, + a'fl,rJ*., +
uu u6 e uP n' ru

0lut.N4v.tt + aM.pop + aM.prp = oM.p

where, ¿ií,ru = -1

uuau.p = L

ai,i,s = a#,, = a#,p : ail,, : aiT,, = bk, -0

[D.11]

lD.r2l

[D.13]

[D.14]

lD.15l

[D.16]

[D.17]

[D.18]

[D.1e]

[D.20]

[D.21]

lD.22l

2T7



Mixture Boundarv Energ)¡ Equation

" 
ôT*:o
ôr7

11-.|1
^M,N 'M,P

aT,l,rJ.."+ uffrT*,"+ oirw"+ aft,ru*,, + aff,rJ*,, +

off*T*, * 
"ff*w, 

* 
"ff*4",* 

+ aff*W* + aff,rõ, : bl,r.,

where, dff,N: -l

TTaaMÌ = r

ali,s = al," = o#, = aTi* = aTi* : oT* : aT,* : aT,f¡ = i{0,, : 0

Mixture Boundary Mass Diffusion Equation

ôW. _-0
ôr7

WN:v[

ol"{rJ*," + affi\tr, + aff u.., + aff*J*., + affiw* + afflrõ, = b#.,,

where, off* = -l
WW

0M,P : I

IYJ WIY Wu WJ Wõ t W
0M,s :OM,s = aMÌ = aM,P = aM,P = Dlr¿,p = u

D.3 Boundary Conditions at the Interface (ry:

Continuity Equation at the Interface

' Ji: Jk

ID.231

LD.24l

lD.zsl

lD.26l

ID.27]

[D.28]

lD.zel

[D.30]

lD.31l

lD.32l

r)
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f _Í
" L,P " M,S

o{trJ*,"+ a{{Jr,, = b{,

where, o{l = -t

o{j =r

b{*:o

Momentum Equation at the Interface

ut : ulut

t þr ôut-

6 ôr7

- þ! P*.r,,u ( "i,, -"i¿" 
-ui,, -uÏ"., 

^" - 
,i.. -,i0,, 

^" 
)- 

Qt, -0,) [ ('. -a;) k -á;)' "' ' (,o -õl-)' 
"' 

)

tlr! uu . uu u6 a 1uat,suvr,si at,put-,p t 01,¡rur-,N t atÌop = Dt,p

ßi lt*,r,"u
where, ai.i----r--'---

(?p -aE:41

2t9

þïp'r*u ( ur,* _ur,r\ þ! pr.r.,u ( ur., _rr,.l
4 (. ,.-, ) tr-6Jl ,?,-,?" )

Applyng Newton Raphson lineanzation results in the following:

þÏ P',r,"u ( ui,* - ui., u i,* - ul,, *n , 'i,* -'i,, I6:u[ 6; --;{"* 6; )

[D.33]

[D.34]

[D.35]

[D.36]

lD.37l

[D.38]

lD.3el

[D.40]

[D.41]



^uu - þ! ltr,r*u þï/tt,r*u"t'v-Ç,-rft-6")-6-ffi

ai,iu: -

of=

,u
or,P : ,r)""

Temperature Equation at the Interface

t Tr - T* :\up¡"

Tt-,r:Iu(W,P')

þïp",r."u4i,* -ri,r)

ry p = rJ, + O#Ðlir - wÐ + %#Ð1" (+ - 
";" 

)

offT.,, + o# W, + a[P,r, = u[,

where, a3:l

_rw _ ôT,^t(W,P)l
uf D - ôW l.

bîr = ri,, - 
ar*,!a:#' P' )lirt 

- %ffÐli,r:

lD.42l

[D.43]

lD.44l

[D.4s]

lD.46l

lD.471

[D.48]

lD.4el

lD.50l

[D.s1]

þ! tt*r."o(ui,, - rí,., )
Qt* -ry,Þi'Ø, - qr(v,- a,"l

þ! pwr."ofui., -"i^
Qt, -ry,/ft- á; )'
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Mass Diffusion Equation at the Interface

. J'!.W - ftD"o,ôW =0wr (r. - õ) ôr7

W, -W"\
qrn" )

lD.53l

lD.54l

lD.5sl

[D.s6]

[D.s7]

lD.s8l

[D.5e]

[D.60]

þ{ Pr,*Dr."uLl
- Ql-;,?f

þ( P*,rDr*ual
þ1, -rt")

WWdt,s : ZEqp

ai,I:0

b(* = Jin,rW!

Enerqv Conservation Equation at the Interface

T, =T* 
I

" 4-,"u ôTt - h,.u ôT* 
- J!.h^ I6 ôr7 Q,-6) ôr7 '' ''J

22t

J*,"W, þ{ p*,rDr,"u(Ilrr-%l_^
,n7î -ÐM - --A: 4)-1,?, - ?ts )- "

(tio,"rr' + Jio,rw! - Ji.^,rw;)-2o16þï p*,rDr,"ulr

ollJr,r* "Kw, + o!w"+ ai,{õ, =b{,,

where, of!:W;

WW roai|{ : Ji",r-2,n1n



2ftryp¿" - 5,¡þTL¿,"u\rlt'. - t'' l=op \ ?N_4p )

2 oþt t*,,,"u 
^ 
r(T#) _ r,, r,,

2*'rr.ffi[^* ^#".^#)
:zop{t-,,""*(ffi)-t*^

[D.61]

lD.62l

[D.63]

lD.64l

[D.65]

[D.66]

lD.67l

lD.68l

[D.6e]

o#Tr' + a{rJr,, + affTr* * o,T,E,* + afr6, = b{*

where, off :Zort, f{,r*'**+z
þt, -rtr)

PT 4-.,."*ry(r" - d;) ^ P{ k**Lr
_tffi- LlþtlP // \

\4p - ?'ls)õi?t* -rt,)

oK:2o't, þTh-,n."nlr(n - 4)

o"*, : -2ort,

6i?t.* -rtr)

þi4-,,,"ulx(E," - t:" )

6i'Qt* - ry,)

nr t .*,Lrþt*- rr:r)bl¡=-2tt'"nrffi

il7ãt,t = flte

aÏ¡ : -2nrl,

D.4 Global Mass Balance Equation
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" I)rr*u*q(r. - õ)' ¿rt * l,' prur6(6(q - z)+ r.)0, : #
NM_I

I pr,"r*,"rtr|" - a")'(tr),^ +
j^-l

NL tD.7ol

I pr,"ur.,6 
"(õ "þt - 

z) + r.\tr¡),, = hjt -l

NM_I NL

Z o#,,^u*,¡* +Zo\¡,ut,i, t alo 6" = b;
jm-t jl-l

where, o{l,^ = pu,^T ¡^L4,^þ" - U:Y

oll,, = pr,¡,rt¡,õ!((r,, -zþ; +r,)

[D.71]

lD.72l

[D.73]

NM-I
alu : 2'- oo*,,^e ¡^LT ¡^uiu,*k - r"" )

jn-l

NL lD.74l
+f e,.¡,Ll¡,ui,¡,(sa;(ri -z)- 46*(ry -z)+zr")

jt-L

NM-I
bi = >- 4 p*.¡*4 ¡,LT/ j^uT4,j,,6; (r" - 261 + á*)

jn-l

NL [D.75]
* f , 

p,,,, L n,,,u1,,6if(n,, - z |sa; - 4 6 *) + zr"]+ !-
jt-l
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APPENDIX E

Bordered Block Matrix
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8.1 Full Matrix Equation

A*,, Ar,*
tl

Ar,, Ar,, Á*,*
222

Ann,,
NM_I

8.2 Block Entries

Forjl: I,2, ..., NM-I:

Ar,, 4",*
NM-I NM-I

Á,,, 4,,,

Ar,.
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o
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TT TWdvt,N Orr¡,N

oaffi
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At,, Ar,"
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Ar,.
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o Ar,,
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NL-T
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NL B2

0 0-l
0 0l
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0 0l
0 0l
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oii*
0

0

0
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au,p

0

0

0

0
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TJ
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tuJ
4tr,t,s

(8.1)

(8.2)

(8.3)
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o

Io
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o{f , off,
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00
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o), '("ä,,

wtY ud J6
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bi,.,),"'(ui^,, b{o,, b{,n*

b[.,, o)

00 o)/JM

J6
Q¡ut,p

00 oTo,
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br.

.t6
at-,p

0

,,=lrti, :l

B, = l(óí,,, bJ,, ó1,,
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tJ tTot.p Dr.p
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'r=l';;)
@.15)

(8.16)

(E.17)

X, =[("

"'(". JM

"'("' JL

JM TM w),@* JM TM w)r---@* JM

TM w)*_r@" JL TL wo^^r)rþ" JL

TL wo*,*r)r, Qt JL TL wo,- r)rrf

TM W),*

TL Wor*r),

*, =l ïr1
Ld, )
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